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Robert H. Ego1:C The Un~ty of Faulkner'• Light in Auguat 
Abstract 
William Faulkner's Light in August (1932) i• the 
story of many people whose live5 briefly touch or collide 
in Jefferson, Mississippi. Structurally, Li~ht in Auguat 
is complicated, since the simple story of Le11a f;rove, the 
enigmatic story of" Gail Hightower, and the violt·r1t stc)ry 
of Joe Christmas are superimposed on each other. • i t. r1 in 
the novel are definite narrative links that join the sto-
ries and provide some organic unity. However, many reputa-
ble critics believe that Light in August has no baAic unity, 
that the narrative strands do not meaningfully connect. Tb• 
plot is dismissed by some as implausible; the characters are 
judged as ambiguous; and the form is labeled as hypertrophic. 
Light in August is admittedly a complex novel; however, 
it is not a work of confusion or of uncontrolled growth. At 
no point is the reader in doubt as to -whr1t is har•r)1:~ning or 
whose story is being told. The w o r 1 d th a t r' au 1 k r1 e r' c r ~ El t e a 
is complex and often bewi1dering. It is a world that be-
comes meaningful, not through a precise construction of 
chronologically arranged events and transparent character• 
but through involved and intricate patterns oC event• and 
motives. 
A survey and evaluation of other critical approach•• 
to the novel indicate the variety of ways in which the 
unity of Light in August can be recognized. 'fhe narrati"Ye 
structure is contrap,intal because the individual stories 
-1-
2. 
are juxtaposed and, through unstated coaparieone, unified. 
The circular image predominates within the novel: Lena'• 
story provides a circular frame around the endle8sly tor-
mented lives of Hightower and Christma~. l•'or eome critica 
religious symbolism suggeste unity. Thematically, the 
novel comments o• the force of the community and ieolation. 
The true signi~icance and meaning are seen through tr~le 
characters and the varying ways they react to the com.,auni-
ty and to their own degree of ieolation. 
The critics have overlooked another poaeible ap-
proach for unifying Light in August. All the character• 
and their stories are unified bv the common desire and 
need to escape. 
the li:fe cycle. 
, 
Each character attempt~ to escape fro• 
Lena attempts to escape from unYed mother-
hood. Byron and Hightower, in varying degree~, atternr,t to 
escape from social involvement. Christmas's life emhodiea 
an· escape from not know~ng what he is. Joanna Burden 
attempts many types o~ escape from her barren life. Lena, 
Byron 9 and Hightower escape in a relatively harmless vay 
in contrast to Christmas and Joanna, who seek death ae 
the ultimate escape. 
The coD1111on characteristic of escape is not intended 
to solve all the problems of unity and meaning. I~ ia 
intended, however, to modify the traditional viev that 
the novel contains three separate narrative strands. 
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Chapter One 
The Structure of Light in Au~ust 
~e story of Light in August (1932), according to 
Faulkner, " ••• began with Lena Grove, the idea o~ the 
young girl with nothing, pregnant, dete~ined to find 
her sweetheart. It was that was out of my admiration 
for women, for the courage ~d endurance or women. 
As I 
told that story I had to get more and more into it, but 
1 that was mainly the story of Lena Grove." 
\.ih e 11 the 
story was completed, it included, in addition to Lena'a 
story, the stories of Joe Christmas, Joanna Burden, and 
Gail Hightower. 
In order to get more and more into it, 
Faulkner used three levels of time {the present, the 
immediate past, 2 
and the remote past ) to tell 0£ aurder, 
rape, castration, obsession, and birth. The violent 
stories of Joe Christmas and Joanna Burdon and the enig-
matic story of Gail Hightower overpower Lena'& 
etory to 
"' 
the point that it becomes minor in compartson, and the 
theme of Light in August no longer rocuses on a young, 
pregnant girl searching for her sweetheart. 
Lena's story, told primarily in the present tenae, 
begins in the first chapter as Lena leaves her hoae in 
Doane•s Mill to search for her sweetheart, Lucaa Burch. 
-)-
the father o:f her unborn child. Nine months pregnant. 
she has traveled on foot and on wagons from Alabama to 
Mississippi believing that she is not a whore (as her 
brother ca11s her be:fore she le aves home ) , but t l1 at 
Lucas is waiting for her and that he will be happy to 
see her. Lena ie simple and naive: she ie n0t sure 
where Lucas is and is guided only by the friendly facee 
and voices that repeat: "Lucas Burch? I dontt know, I 
-
don't know o:f anybody~ that name around hore. rhia 
road? It goes to Pocahontas. He might be there. It'e 
possible. Here's~ wagon that's going~ piece of the 
way. It will take you that far ••• "J 
Her search is thwarted when she arrives in Je~Cer-
son expecting to find Burch working at the sawmill but 
instead meets Byron Bunch. Byron, a hard-working man, 
spends six days of every week feeding boards into the 
planer and on Sundays rides thirty miles into the coun-
try to lead the choir in a country church. A.f"ter listen-
ing to Lena's story of her search for Lucas Burch, Byron 
realizes that Lena's !5weetheart ie a former employee at 
the mill, who calls himself Joe Brown. However, when 
Lena asks: "'Has he got a little white scar right here 
by his mouth?'" (51), Byron is unable to tell her vhat 
5. 
he knows about the man. Byron knows that Joe Brown 1• 
presently involved with another former mill employee, 
Joe Christmas, in bootlegging and that Brovn and Christ-
mas l~ve together in an abandoned Negro cabin on Joanna 
Burden's property. Lena wants to see Burch, but Byron 
tells her that Burch is busy at another job and vill 
arrive in town later. Byron stalls Lena becauee he 
knows a1so that Joanna Burden has been murdered and her 
home burned and that, if Lena were to go lookinR for 
Burch out there with all the people and excitement, she 
wou1d certain1y learn that her sweetheart is involved in 
illegal activities. 
After Byron arranges for Lena to stay at bia board-
ing house, he goes to see his only friend, Reverend Gail 
Hightower, a defrocked Jefferson minieter. Hight over. 
~en he hears Byron's story, warns Byron not to becoae 
involved with Lena and explains: "'It is not your fault 
that the man is what he is or ehe what she is. You did 
what you could. 
to do'" (76). 
All that any stranger could be expected 
But Byron is involved and in love with 
Lena. Later, when Lena asks to be taken to Burch'~ cabin, 
Byron complies and waits with her until it is time tor her 
to deliver. Then he goes ~or Hightower, who becoaee 
"---~:-:-:---------
6. 
involved as he acts as midwife for Lena. Byron, aoYed 
by Lena's pitiful situation and his love for her, aaka 
her to marry him, but she refuses. 
Burch becomes an informer for the sherif'f vhen he 
learns that a thousand dollar reward is offered f'c)r~ the 
capture of his bootlegging partner in connection with 
Joanna Burden's murder. Byron arranges with the eheritt 
£or Burch to see Lena. However, Burch eecapes from the 
cabin and realizes that he is trapped by hie re9pon-
sibility for Lena and the baby and by his involYement with 
Christmas. Byron, unable to accept Lena's reruaal oC hia 
proposal and disheartened by her affair wi~h Burch, quita 
his job at the mill and attempts to leave Jeffer-~on but 
is sidetracked when he unsuccessfully pursues H111~ch. 
In the final chapter Byron returns to Lena, and they 
leave Jefferson together with her baby. Thi .e cone l t1d in,: 
part of Lena's story is told by a travelling furniture 
dealer who gives them a ride and observes their strange 
relationship. From his account, the reader learne that 
Lena is still pursuing Burch and repulsing Byron'• OYer-
tures of love. During the night, when Byron triee to 
-
approach Lena, she reprimands him for almo~t waking her 
"' 
baby, and Byron leaves. But ae the dealer anri Lena con-
tinue their trip the next morning, they meet: Dvron stand-., 
1. 
ing at the side of the road. He gets into the truck and 
tells Lena: "'I done come too far now, I be dog if l'• 
going to quit now'" (479)0 To which she replies: "'Aint 
nobody never said for you to quit'" (479), and together 
they travel to Tennessee.Q 
Within the novel, Lena's story ie minor: it ia con-
tained within seven chapters, some of which only mention 
her developing plight, and its theme is earthy and ~imple, 
almost idyllic. Through Byron, Lena's etory is linked 
with the larger stories of Joe Christmas and Gail High-
tower. Lena never meets Christmas, but their etoriea 
are linked thematically by the tall, thin column o~ eaok• 
rising from Joanna Burden's burning house that Lena eeee 
when 9he arrives in Jefferson and by dyron's refu~al to 
take her to Burch's cabin during the excitement. Altt1ougb 
Hightower serves as Lena's midwife, Lena does not lPar-n 
ab;out Hightower' s reputation in the community. She is 
concerned only that Hightower ie minister enough to aarry 
her and Burch when the time comes. In time the final daya 
of Christmas's story parallel Lena's story, but, except 
for Byron's knowledge of Burch, these two narrative 
strands never converge. 
The story of Joe Christmas is complex because it i• 
8. 
not told chronologically but either ae it happens or aa 
it is remembered by several people. At times Faulkner 
is the narrator; at other times Christmas, remembering 
his past, relates it. Byron tells Hightower of recent 
events that concern Christmas, and Mrs Hines, Chriataaa'a 
grandmother, tells Byron and Hightower about her grand-
son's childhood. Three years before Lena arrive~ in 
Jefferson, Christmas begins working at the sawrnill and 
subsequently begins his bootlegging with Lucag B,1rch 
(Joe Brown)o During this time Christmae has an affair 
with M~ss Burden, whom the people of Jefferson call a 
Nigger lover because she is the daughter of a Northern 
abolitionist. Their life together is unnatural and 
ritualistic: Christmas never allows himeel~ to truat 
women because of "that soft kindness which he believed 
h~mse1f doomed to be forever victim of and which he 
hated worse than he did the hard and ruthless justice 
of men'' (158); Joanna, aging and frustrated, ia mascu-
line by day as she conducts her corresr)onrience with 
Negro schools and is a nymphomaniac by nirr.ht. 'When her 
sexual desires wane with menopause and Christmas doe~ 
not be1~eve her excuse that ehe is pregnant, she tries 
to make him her business assistant, but he refuses. In 
9. 
desperation she plans to kill him and herself, but her 
old pistol misfires, and he nearly decapitatee her ..,..ith 
his razor before he sets her house on fire. Lena ar-
rives in Jefferson on a Saturday, the day after tho mur-
der, and on the following Friday, Christmas is captured 
in Mottstown, a nearby community. A~ter he ia returned 
to Jefferson, he escapes on the following Monday and l• 
shot and castrated by Percy Grimm, a frustrated captain 
in the State National Guard. 
When Christmas comes to Je:f'feraon, the corrununi ty 
considers him a stranger, maybe a foreigner. I I o w ri. '\,' e r , 
soon rumors about his strange habits cause his labnl to 
change to Negro. This label is the root o~ Chri~tmn~'~ 
problem, not only in Jefferson but aleo everywhere that 
he goes. But Christmas is neither Negro nor white, and 
according to Faulkner" 
• • o Joe Christmas 
• • • didn't 
know what he was. He knew that he would never know vbat 
he was, and his only salvation in order to live with 
himself was to repudiate mankind, to live out~ide the 
. 
human race. n5 In a series of' flashbacks cov,•ring t'our 
chapters, Faulkner tells of Christmas's life rls an or-
phan, his adoption by the McEacherne, his early !'le:x:nal 
affairs with women, and his aimless wandering& for about 
1 o. 
:fifteen years until he comes to Jefferson. In a new 
series of :flashbacks, the reader is informed of Christ-
mas's immediate past with Joanna Burden: their ritual-
istic love a:ffair and its termination with her murder 
and his attempt to flee. 
When Christmas is captured in Mottstown, an old 
couple named Hines learn o:f his crimes, his reputation, 
and (most important) his name. At this point, tbe 
Hineses are identified as Christmas's grandparents, who, 
thirty years earlier, had abandoned their daughter's •on 
believing that he had been fathered by a Ne~ro. Hra. 
Hines, never knowing what had happened to the boy, con-
vinces her husband that they should go to Jef'Ier:o1on to 
see i~ he is their grandson. In Jefferson thev tell 
• 
their story to Byron and Hightower, and Mrs. Hines, 
through Byron, asks Hightower to provide an alibi for 
her grandson. Mrs. Hines reveals that their daughter 
had an a:f:fair with a man whom Mr. Hines believed to be 
part Negro. Hines, a religious fanatic, shoots the man 
and lets his daughter die in childbirth. Later, with-
out telling his wife, Hines abandons the child at an 
orphanage, where he himsel:f takes a job as a janitor. 
He watches the child and plots to force him to leave 
• 
1 1 • 
the orphanage. At this point Joe Christmas ia adopted 
by the severe and heartles9 McEachern. 
The complex story o~ Joe Christmas weave~ throuRh-
out Light in August. Many facts about his backr~ro1111ti 
are withheld 11ntil his present life is fully re·,leal(~d. 
Throughout his life Christmas vacillates between white 
and Negro, depending which is convenient, less threaten-
ing, and sometimes the most gratifying. Except f'or the 
brief time when Christmas works at the sawmill, Byron 
never directly communicates with him. Byron and Lena 
are not directly affected by Christmas during the last 
weeks of his life. Lucas Burch has no intention8 or 
accepting his re sponsi bi li ty for Lena. He a ba11<i or1 s her 
in Jefferson as he did in Doane's Mill. His involvPment 
with Christmas is not his only reason to escape; he 
escapes all involvement and responsiblity. When l3vron 
. 
pursues the fleeing Burch, he does so for Lena, not <or 
the sheriff of Jefferson. 
Because Byron works at the mill, he becoaea in-
vo1ved with Lena and Christmas, and, as the events un-
fold for each, Byron tells Gail Hi~htower o~ each 
development. Through Byron, Hightower becomes involTed 
in each story, and, through his involvement, his ovn 
• 
12. 
story is revealed. In the third chapter, aCter Lena 
arrives in J e:f:ferson, Faulkner introduces Heve rend 1; ail 
Hightower, D. D., art-teacher, painter of Chris~mn3 and 
anniversary cards, and processor of photographs. Before 
Hightower is involved in the present action, Faulkner 
recounts his early life in Jefferson. 
is able to tell about Hightower: 
Any JeCfereonian 
'Oh yes ••• Hightower. He lives 
there by himself O 1Ie come here a~ 
minister of tl1e f 0 resbyterian c}111r-ch, 
but hi s w i f e \•le n t b ad cJ n l 1 j rn • .") t 1 e 
would s l i p o f' :f t o M e 1n f) 11 i s n <) w a r1 ci 
then and have a r,;ood tirne. ;\bo11t 
twenty-five years Hgo, that ~~s, 
right after he come here. Somo 
:f o l ks c 1 a i me d h e kn c~ \tl at) o 11 t i t . 
That he couldn't or woulrln't satieCy 
he r him s e 1 f , and t h at r1 e l{ r1 e "". w 11 n t 
she "¥las doing. rI'hen one S ;:1 t tr r~rl :-:l:t 
ni g ht sh e ,g- o t k i 11 e c1 , i n cl r1 o 1.1 s ( · c) r 
some thing i n i'-1 em p h i s • IJ a p E· r ~ 1~ 11 l 1 
of ito }le had to resi~:n i'rorn rl1e 
church, but he wouldn't leave Je~fer-
son, for some reason ••• \54). 
Through his friendship with Byron, Hightower i• 
drawn into the lives of Lena and Christmas. He reaiate 
involvement by evading life, a negative activity that be 
has pursued since his childhood. As a child he was 
haunted by his preacher-father's Civil har coat that 
contained a patch from a Yankee unilorm and bv a distorted 
Civil War tale about his grand:father, who was shot while 
1). 
raiding a chicken coop. He enters the ministry believing 
that he can evade life through reli~ion, but, when he 
stands in the pulpit, he constantly conf'useR thf~ wor~d~ ot 
God and his '~gallant" grandfather's raid. Hightc)~·er 
remembers all this as he hides in his dark study. 
He refuses when Byron asks him to provide an alibi 
:for Christmas. Prompted by Mrs. Hines, Byron tells High-
tower: "'He Christmas never admitted that he killed her. 
And all the evidence they got against him is Brown's vord, 
which is next to none. You could say he was here with you 
that night • 
• 
• Folks would believe you. 
• 
• And yot1 are 
old now. They wouldn't do anything to you about it that 
would hurt you now. And I reckon you are u5ed t:o ever-v-
~ 
thing else they can do'" (369). 
allow himself to become involved. 
But Hightower will not 
However, on the £ollow-
ing morning, Hightower becomes involved when he delivers 
Lena's baby. He realizes that he is involved, and hia 
attitude changes, causing him to move Mlike a man with a 
purpose now, who for twenty-five years has been doing 
nothing at all between the time to wake and the time to 
sleep" ( 383). 
One week after the birth o~ Lena's baby, Joe Christ-
mas escapes and runs to Hightower's home. Aa Hightover 
14. 
watches, his face bleeding from Christmas's blow, Percy 
Grimm and three other men rush throl1gh l1i s houee in 
pursuit of Christmas. In a confused and des fJe rate cry, 
Hightower shouts: "' Men I • • • Listen to me. 
@_hristma.:3 was here that night. He was with me tr1e 
night of the murder. I swear to God _,n (439). But no 
one pays attention to Hightower as Grimm empties hie 
revolver into Christmas and then castrates the dying man. 
A1one, after the horrifying experience, Hightower remem-
bers his childhood, his early married li£e, and the 
stories of' his father's and grandfather's Civil War 
experiences. Hightower's story ends as he slumps in hie 
window, realizing that he is the victim of his own delu-
sions. After a life of withdrawal, he is able to escape 
his c1oistered existence but not for long. His aelf-
rea1ization disolves quickly as he retreats to his 
"glorious'' vision of his grandfather. 6 
Like Lena, Hightower never knew Christmas. Christ-
mas runs to Hightower' s home because he possibly exr)ecta 
salvation but more so because he knows only how to r,,n 
away from his fate. When H~ghtower acte aa Lena's mid-
wife and cries his alibi for Christmas, his life briefly 
touches theirs, but Hightower's early life in Jerferson 
1 5. 
and his present life of isolation do not directly af~ect 
them. Lena, Christmas, and Hightower all have storiea 
that Faulkner has woven together in Light in August. It 
is difficult to assign a simple concept of unity to 
Faulkner's woven narrative since the major characters do 
not significantly interact. Only, Hyron, who function• 
in the present narrative strands, knows all three prin-
cipal characters, but he is not actively invoJvnd ~ith 
their pasts. '!'he problem of unity become a aJ1f)<l r~t'n t 
when the three stories are seen in retrospect becat1se 
the lives, actions, and motivations of the major chnr-
acters remain distinct. Lena and Byron, both simple 
people, do not share similar problems. Christmas and 
Hightower live in a tragic world, but Christmaa'a trag-
edy is present-oriented, while Hightower's tragedy re-
sides in the past. In Light in August Faulkner uaad a 
narrative style that has many levels, a technique he had 
successfully managed in As l Lay D) .. ing and The Sound and 
the Fury. 
The problem o:f unity in Light in August (1912) i• 
1Jnique in the Faulkner canon. 
the actions o:f each character revolve around the death 
and :funeral trip of Addie B11ndren. Although Faulkner 
i 
I 
,I 
16. 
uses fifty-nine short interior monologues ~d rlashback• 
and fifteen points of view to tell the story, Addi•'• 
death, her corpse, and the coffin unify the novel. 
rroa 
the very beginning as Addie's eldest son, Caeh, builde 
her co:ffin, through the humorous and trar'ic funeral trip 
to Jefferson, to the end when Anse gets his new ~et of 
teeth and a new wife, the action moves :forward. Th6 
interior monologues by members of the Bundren family 
and the flashbacks by the neighbors and strangere vbo 
comment on the activities present a variety of reaction• 
to the situation, but the central images of Addie'• 
death and her coffin tightly control the developaent ot 
the story. In contrast to As I Lav Dying, Light in Auguet 
does not present a single uni:fying imave, and the total 
action does not move forward. Each narrative ~trand ia 
controlled by its own images and actions; however, thia 
structure does not prevent unity. Caddy Comi1,43c>n in 'fhe 
Sound and the Fury (1929) maintains the same 
t)Ofllit.1<)!1 of' 
. 
focal center as Addie Bundren. However, The S0t1nrl t1nri 
the Fury contains sections o:f interior monoloKue that 
mix the past and the present. Benjy's section reveala 
a segment o:f Caddy's li:fe as seen by a thirty-three-year-
old idiot. In the next section, Quentin reliTea hie pa•t 
... 
1 7. 
with Caddy. In Jason's section the narrative is easy 
to comprehend because Jason's thoughts eeem intelligible 
and organized in contrast to Benjy's 
and Quentin'•· To 
conclude this novel, Faulkner wrote Dilsey'e section, 
which describes in the third-person the final events o~ 
the Compsons' story. The juxtaposing of the past and 
present in The S011nd and the Furv is somc·wha t eimi lnr 
to Faulkner's narrative technique in Light in Au~ust, 
but in the ~ormer novel all events concern Caddv and 
her f'amily. In order to fully understand Caddy, the 
reader must know everything about her; in contrast, to 
understand Joe Christmas, one need not understand Gail 
Hightower or Lena Grove. The chief characters in Light 
in August are not related: their past lives do not 
affect the total action of the novel, but each char-
acter becomes aware of the other, and, therefore, they 
are not totally divorced. 
Light in August does not repeat the narrative pat-
terns of' either As .! Lay Dying or The Sound ,--:i.nd the I-'urI• 
However, Light in August is not a collection or short 
stories, like The Unvanquished ( 19J8J or Go Down, !-lo~es 
(1942). The seven stories of The Unvanquished deal vitb 
the various stages of' Bayard Sartoria'e lire. Aa tbe 
-------=-..r---------------
18. 
central character and narrator, Bayard relates his expe-
riences from childhood to manhood. Each experience ia 
contained within one of the seven section~ or etories. 
Faulkner at one time separately published rive of the 
seven stories in the Saturday Evening Post. 7 Without 
disturbing the plot and meaning of the stories, one can 
remove any story and read it separately with sati~faction. 
In comparison, Go Down, Moses also contains seven separate 
stories, of which "The Bear 11 is probably t:he t)est knovn 
and most often separated from the novel. Olga Vicl{ery 
believes that "All the stories in Go Dovn, ~10:i5(~s hr1ve 
certain unifying features which give the book the char-
acter of a loosely constructed nov•1. Structurally, tbe 
framework of each individual story is a ritual hunt 
• • • 
and the stories are further related through their connec-
tion with the p1antation." 8 I~ one were to remove a chap-
ter or a series of chapters from Light in August, confu-
sion and chaos would result. Light in August, in contrast 
to The Unvanquished and Go Down, !-ioses, is not a series of> 
separable stories: its three stories are intricately woven 
.., 
together. Although the stories appear to be unrelat~d, 
each contains characters and events that interact and are 
vital to the meaning o~ the total work. 
Many reputable critics believe that Light in August 
has no basic unity, that the narrative atr:--1ncis cio not 
connect. Attempting to discover a de:finite a.1 let~orical 
pattern within the novel, George Marion O'Donnell con-
c1udes that "the book is not so transparently allegorical 
as Sanctuary; indeed, it is a confused allegory in which 
realism is present as well. It fails, partly, because 
of this confusion, which never permits the two sidea or 
the conf1ict really to join the issue. But it faila, 
even more clearly, because of the diaproportionate eapha-
sis upon Christmas who ought to be the antaRonist but 
who becomes, like Milton's Satan, the renl p r o t a . .'" o r1 i ~ t 1 n . 
' 
the novel." 9 O'Donnell suggests that, allee;or~ic;1lly .. , 
Hightower stands for the Formalized Tradition, Bvron for 
the na1f traditionalist, and Lena for life. However, he 
~dent~f~es both Christmas and Lucas Burch as "Snopes char-
acters." Such a label immediately destroys the pos8ibility 
o:f a ,inified allegory be cause for O' Donne 11 it sugge s ta 
realism. Certainly Hightower, Byron, a.nd Lena 
ples of realism just as Christmas and Burch are repre-
sentatives of man's evil nature. Although Chri~tmae'e 
story may appear to be over-emphasized to the point that 
it is over-powering, especially when one con~iders his 
20. 
ghastly execution, Hightower's and Lena's storiea are 
not eclipsed by Christmas's. 
Walter Slatoff senses the eame confusion that 
O'Donnell mentions and refutes almost every previoua 
attempt to establish narrative unity in the 10 novel. 
He believes, for example, that, although Byron is the 
most virtuous of Faulkner's characters, he is reduced 
to a purely comic character. Slatoff sees Lena, who 
has been transformed by some critics into an earth-
mother, as also a vain woman, who wants to be a resi-
dent of the town and who is proud that she is able to 
eat politely. Furthermore, S1atoff sees Christmas's 
and Hightower's stories as "illustratione of Faulkner'• 
1 1 desire to provide ambiguity." In conclusion, Slato~r 
states: 
Finally, as in The Sound and the Fury and As I Lay Dying we are left with a suspension too varied and com-plex to organize into any clear p~it-tern. We can, of course, discover a great many relationships between tt1e three stories and between parts o~ the 
~ndividual stories, and we can, as a number of critics do, trace various themes which recur with some freqt1ency throughout the book. None ot· these themes, however, ••• governs enou~h of the book or resolves enourh of the 
' > problems in the book to provide anv over-all sense of unity. They, too, come to form part o~ the insoluble 
suspension, for they ca~~ot be clearly related to one another. 
• 
•'""""'··-'··~-::;,..)...~"---' . 
·:a. 
Unf'ort11nately, i:f one looks for a eimple baaic 
unity in Light in August, he will be quickly di8ap-
pointed. Like Sanctuary, Light in August involvea 
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various points of view and disarranged ~tory J);1tLerns, 
but, unlike its predecessor, Light in August lack~ 
obvious thematic unity. Conrad Aiken explain•: 
Light in August, published a year after Sanctuary, repeats the san1e technique, that of a dislocation of time, and more elaborately: the time-shifts alternate ~ith shifts in the viewpoint; and if the book is a failure it is perhaps because Mr ~ F au l kn e r ' s t e n d (-~ r 1 c ,r t o v.· r-i a t i !3 ., almost a hypertrophy of' f'orn1 is not here 9 a s ,,., e l l a s i n t l1 e o t t1 e r :r1 o v e 1 s , matched 1vith the chara(;tc~rs clnrl tr1e theme . N e i t 11. e r t he p e T' s o r1 n C) r~ t l 1 e story of Joe Christmas is seen fiercely enough -- by its creator ·-to carry off that immense machinery of n arr at iv e ; i t w o u 1 d J-1 :=:t "-' f' r1 c· e r l e ci another Popeye ••• anoth(~r l"enlJ)le Drake 9 and for once 1-!r. I·at11k.-nt·r,s inexhaustible inventiveness SF'en1s to have been at faulto Consequently what we see is an extraordinarv power for form functionint~ relatively in vacu~, and existing only to suatain itself. 
Light in August • 1S admittedly a complex novel; 
however, it is not a work of confusion or of uncon-
tro1led growth. The three levels o:f time have basic 
f11nctions: the present tense is used :for most of' Lena' a 
story and for events after the murder of Joanna Burden; 
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the immediate-past level recounte Joe Chri!ttaas's story 
during his three years in Jefferson t1ntil after the 
murder; and the remote past tracc~s Hirr,r1tower' s life in 
Jefferson, his childhood, and his marria~e, Chri5tmaa'e 
early life, and the Burden family's history. At no 
point in the novel is the reader in doubt as to what ie 
happening and whose story is being told. The b i o f: r a p 11. i e 11 
of Christmas and Joanna Burden are contained either in 11. 
single chapter or in consecutive chapters. HiRhtover'a 
story is divided: in Chapter three we are told of hie 
life in Jefferson, but not until Chapter Twenty are ve 
informed of his childhood. 
out the novel. 
Lena's story veavea through-
Faulkner adequately introduces his character•; ~or 
example in Chapter Nineteen we read: "In the town on 
that day lived a yo1Jng man named Percy GrimJll. He was 
about twentyfive and a captain in the State national 
guard. He had been bor·n in the town and had 1 i ved there 
all his life save :for the periods of the summer encamp-
ments. He was too young to have been in the Europea,n 
War, though it was not until 1921 or '22 that he real-
ized that he would never forgive his parents !or that 
fact " ( 4 2 5 ) • However, Grimm is introduced after he baa 
shot and castrated Christmas, and his function is not 
... 
... 
2:,. 
revealed 11ntil his· story ends. There should be no con-
fusion here for the reader, eince Byron learne of Chriat-
mas's death before the event is retold by Gavin Stevena, 
District Attorney o:f Yoknapa taw11ha County. 
Richard Rovere, in his "Introductionn to the 1950 
Modern Library edition, states: "Light in 1\ugu3t i9 the 
longest of Faulkner's books and probably th(~ rnost v(J.ried 
in mood and character. It is looser in form and str~uc.-. 
ture than any of the others and among the most implausi-
14 ble in plot." Revere's comments echo Malcolm Cowley'• 
remarks in his "Introduction 11 to The Portable Faulkner: 
"Almost a11 his novels have some weakness in structure. 
Some of them combine two or more themes having little 
relation to each other, like Light in August, while 
others, like The Hamlet, tend to rt~solve th•·mfi,·1-,.,,,e~ 
into a series of' episodes resembling beads on a sti~ing.• 1 5 
Robert Penn Warren agrees with Cowley: "Cowley is rip:ht 
in pointing out the structural defect in Light in Augu~t 
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••• " However, shortly after his former comment, 
Cowley revised his opinion while editing sections ot 
Fau1kner's novels for The Portable Faulkner. The Viking 
Press had decided to publish a Portable Faulk.ner ae a 
seque1 to The Portable Hemingway and haci asked Cowley 
to se1ect the material. When he approached Light in 
August 
culty. 
2 ... 
to extract one story rrom it, he met vitb diffi-
Writing to Faulkner about this problem, Cowley 
reveals that although the novel appears to have separa-
ble themes, it does not contain separable 8tories: 
"Light in Augusttt I now :feel is 
the best of your novels as novelg. I 
thought when I first read it thRt it 
dissolved too much into tht-· thr~t;r: 3f~P-
a rat e s t o r i e s o f Le n a c-;. r o \r e ( --v; o r1 cl (~ 1 .. f ~ u l .) , 
Hightower and Joe Christma~ but I 
read it a~s;ain \-:ith the ide;_1 that L,en;1 or 
Joe might be picked out of tl1E~ text r1r1d 
found that they were too clo~cl,l ir1t{Jr-
woven with the others. It ,._.;ould l)r:· r";:1sy 
for you to write Joe Christmas into a 
separate novel, but the antholc);:ist 
can 9 t pick him out without leaving bite 
of his flesh hanging to Hightower and 
Lenao" 1 7 
Light in August contains the stories o~ Lena, Higb-
tower, and Christmas, superimposed upon each other until 
the final section of the novel, when in reverse order 
each story ends separately. Structurally, the novel baa 
faults because the stories are not obviouslv related ~d 
tota1 unity is not readi1y apparent. But the novel i9 not 
a failure, and its plot is certainly not implausible hut 
very credible. When the stories are finished, the ct1i1r-
acters remain as indelible imprints upon the reader's mind 
because they are human and experience human emotions and 
reactions. The reader is drawn into their livee by the 
novel's structure: it is not chaotic and uncontrolled 
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but natural and close to life. The attempts o~ other 
critics to find unity within Light in August indicate 
the presence of unity through narrative structure, 
imagery, symbolism, themes, and character contraeta 
and parallels. 
Chapter Two 
Theories of Unity 
The world that Faulkner creates in Light in August 
is complex and o:ften bewildering. It is a world that 
becomes meaningful, not through a precise construction 
of chronologically arranged events and transparent cha.r-
acters but through involved and intricate patterns ot 
events and motives. Sartre compares Fat".lkner• a vision 
of the world to that" 
vertible looking back. 
• • • of a man 8itting in a con-
At every moment shadows emerge 
on his right and on his left flickering and quav1~r·ing 
points of light, which become trees, men, and cars only 
when they are seen in perspective." 1 By studying tr1e 
novel's narrative structure. imagery, eymbolism, tl1eaee, 
and characters, critics attempt to bring the world of 
Light in August into sharp focue and proper perspecti••• 
But the task is not easy, and the results are not alvaya 
convincing, primarily because Faulkner is more concerned 
with what he write rather than with how he vritea. Thia 
fact he willing1y admitted when asked to explain the atyle 
of the novel: "I don't know anything about style. I don't 
I think a writer with a lot to pus!iiTii; inside him to 
get out hasn't got time to bother with style. If" he juet 
likes to write and haan' t got anything urging him, tl1en 
-26-
.,, 
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he can become a stylist, but the ones with a great deal 
pushing to get out don•t have time to be anything but 
clumsy. 
• • Faulkner has often commented on his 
abilities and purposes as a writer. At times he has 
confused an issue, making the problem more complex. 
\{hen approaching Faulkner, the reader or critic can not 
fully rely on Faulkner's own opinion; in this sense, it 
should be understood that Faulkner is not the most reli-
able commentator on Faulkner
0 
I. Narrative Structure 
Although Faulkner is not a conscious etyliat, he 
has placed, within the complex structure of Light in 
August, de~inite narrative links that join the three 
stories: Lena sees the smoke rising from Joanna Bur-
den's burning house; Byron knows Lucas Burch and Joe 
Christmas, and falls in love with Lena; through Byron•a 
involvement with Lena and Christmas's gr;~1n(ir)E1rr~r1t.3, 
Hightower acts as midwif'e :for Lena and at t (·n1r)t s to 
protect Christmas. In addition to these narrative 
links, Faulkner has interwoven the narratives oC the 
stories. 
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Linn and Taylor believe that the novel containe, 
in addition to interwoven stories, inter~nven pointe 
of view from straight omniscience to 1 p s y c h o - d r a 111 il • 
Unlike a stream-of-consciousness novel, in which the 
reader gains psychological insight into the characters, 
the reader senses actual impressions and events because 
of the constant shifting of the point of view. Usually 
as actions occur, the point of view shi~ts. In Chapter 
Sixteen, for example, the point of view shifts numeroue 
times as Byron tells Hightower of Christmas's capture 
and as Hightower meets the Hineses. For both Byron and 
Hightower the realization of their growing involvement 
in the lives of Lena and Christmas causes them to Rrope 
back into their pasts, and, as they do, the point nf 
view shifts rapidly between the omniscient and interior 
monologue. 
Linn and Taylor compare the contrapuntal etructure 
of the novel to the structure of music since Faulkner, 
like a composer, places individual themes, stories, and 
points of view in juxtaposition with each other in the 
same work and, through unstated comparisons, unifies the 
4 
work. In an attempt to label the novel and in a deCenae 
of its "modernism," Linn and Taylor state: 
.. 
The technique of this novel has, indeed, a marked resemblance to that of the mvs-
~ tery story in that tr1e tc)tcJl rnc)tiv(1tion of the a c t i on i s g i "r e 11 o l-1 t l) i t t) }' r) i t and i s no t s e en f u 11 y t1 n t i 1 .::-1 1 n1 C) r..; t t J 1 e very end o The cons t cl n t s r1 i f' t i n t: 1 ; t 1 so , of the p o i n t o f v i e v.' , t h f-1 f · r ,~ 1 p-: n1 ( •• n t ~ i I' y· and sudden revelations madP TlO~sible hv'" 
J new angles of vision, crec1tt· ;, sus:~Jf_·r1se no t un 1 i k e t ha t o f t 11 e n1 }" s t L' I' y ;· ;-1 r~ r 1 , th O ugh m UC h lll O re C O ill JJ 1 e X • ·r !1 e s t () r "\~ pu r sue s a me t hod o I {~ r zi cl t.1 a l o rn r1 i ~3 c i (~ r1 c e beg j_ nn in g w i t h \·-l ha t i s m e r r: l :l C) f .J j , , c t i \'" t3 and pro c e e di n g t hr o 1-.1 g h a s u c c~ (::. ~ s i_ c) r1 c) f' varying points of view that i11 tl1c· e>r1d bring the reader into full kno1,i.;lc·Ci/r,e of: the entanglements of motive and event.? 
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This appraisal of the operation of the novel exea-
p1ifies early attempts to explain its complex structure 
in traditiona1 terms. Light in August ia definitely 
more than a mystery yarn. Long before the end, vital 
facts are presented to explain events and motivations. 
If the reader is held in suepense, it is because he 1a 
wondering what will happen next to further complicate 
the story. Joe Christmas's story definitely end~ ~ith 
his death, but, as the novel ends, Hightower elumpa in 
his w~ndow experiencing another glorious vision, and 
Lena and Byron ride out of Jefferson. There is a sense 
of comp1eteness as if the cycle has been finished, but 
the reader is not sure; however, this is not the same 
feeling one has when a mystery ends with all the Cacta 
:,o. 
expl.ained. Joe Christmas is dead; however, GaTin SteTena• 
theory that Christmas's struggle is a result of the con-
, f1ict between his white blood and his black blood and the 
many reasons and opinions of the people o~ Jefferson do 
not adequately explain why Christmas ran to Hightower'• 
• 
house. Hightower's frantic alibi does not seem to bo 
typical of the defrocked minister who attempts to escap• 
~nvolvement. A1though Lena and Byron leave Je~fereon 
together, there are obvious indications that Lena vill 
not be satisfied until she has married Lucas Burch. Un-
like the unweaving narrative structure of a mystery yarn, 
the complex narrative structure of Light in August is 
comp1icated by enigmatic characters, symbolic and i•agiatio 
narration, and religious allusions and parallPls. 
The counterpoint theory, although applicable to the 
structure of the novel, does not offer a basis for unify-
ing the meaning of the three storieso The major question 
that remains unanswered is: how are the etoriee related? 
Lawrance Thompson identifies two important aspects that 
provide insight into the meaning of the etructura: •The 
more obvious aspect is the structural antithesia estab-
lished between two interwoven stories. h·ha t happene to 
Lena Grove serves as foil for what happens to Joe Chriat-
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mas. Less obvious ie the Faulknerian counterpoint be-
tween two tragic predicaments: that o~ Reverend Gail High-
tower and that of Joe Christmae." 6 The analogy between 
Lena and Christmas is obviou~, since Lena placea heraelt 
in accord with life while Christmas reject~ life. Hove•er, 
Thompson sees no analogy between Lena and 1Iightover or be-
tween Hightower and Christmas, except that in the latter 
combination, he labels both Hightower and Christman as 
tragic. 
Thompson's opinions c1oaely parallel those oC Campbell 
and Foster, who identify" • 
• 
• only one general theme 
with variations: the b,rooding, self-conscious, introverted 
life imposed by modern civilization on both Joe and High-
tower, as contrasted with the eimple. norma.l •irtuee ot 
a life close to nature like that of Lena and (arter ao•• 
involvement in the chaos o:f civilization) Byron."? Campbell 
and Foster regard the novel as framed by the idyllic ecen•• 
of Lena and Byron, within which is tl1e double tragedy of' 
Christmas and Hightower. With this int e rpr·e t ;J_ ti on, the 
novel re"Dlains segmented and partially confused 3i nee it c a.n-
not account for the f'unction of' Joanna Burden and i mr1 <) e f'.' s 
rigid character classif~cations; for example, Campbell and 
Foster identify Joe as a man who". 
• • livea a liCe o~ 
violence after a thorough education in modern methods or 
8 
crime." Although as a child Christmas steals toothna~t• 
and money, he is not an advocate ot: crime but a victim or 
continual rejection and confused identity. He never has 
the chance to give and to receive love becauae he ia con-
tinually stepped across, like some unimportant object 
that "people about to vacate a house forever. 
• • intend 
to 1eave" (207). Such an appraisal of the novel leavea 
characters unexplained, misinterpreted, and iaolated in 
their own stories. 
In contrast to those critics vho attempt to Cind 
meaning through structure alone, Irving Howe con~idera 
the novel as "a series of brilliant tableaux• 9 
and f'inde 
logic in the novel's complexity: 
The novel propoeee a triad of actiona: 
Christmas carries the burden or the 
book, Lena a subplot idyllic in itsel~ 
but ironic in relation to Christiuas, 
and Hightower 9 as participant and ob-
server, has a dual function. lie must 
fail Christmas in his moment of cri.si8 
and must provide a reflective conscious-
ness upon which the conduct of Lena and 
Christmas can register. Necessarily, 
this action involves a complex shifting 
in point of viewo No single character 
can comprehend all that is happening; 
the meanings must beat against each
10 other as do the actions themselves. 
Howe is correct when he states no character ie able 
-~ 
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to comprehend the tota1ity of action. Byron Bunch ha• 
the greatest amount of interaction among the other char-
acters: he relates to Lena with love, to H~ghtower with 
friendship, to Christmas (indirectly through Mrs. 1lir1f1:,) 
with pity, and to Lucas Burch with hostility. However• 
these characters do not sense the others' probleaa: Lena 
never meets Christmas, and Hightower becomee indirectly 
involved with Christmas through Byron. Lena, a simple 
person, would be unable to comprehend the complex person-
ality of Christmas and his confused and violent lire or 
the neurotic behavior of Joanna Burden. 'When lii r~h t over 
acts as Lena's m~dwife and desperately attempts 
tect Christmas, his story connects with theirs, 
ther Lena nor Christmas rea1izes that Hightower, 
to pro-, 
but nei-
also, 
has problems, and his story remaina separate. Because 
of this type of' interaction, the actions and meanin«• 
of' the novel "beat against each other" but not nec••••r-
i1y in an incoherent manner. 
Structural1y, the novel must remain as it ia be-
cause the very nature of its structure repre~entB the 
thoughts and actions of its characters. The structure, 
which creates alternating moods, is, like the stories 
themselves, interwoven and complex, violent and cal•. 
Al.fred Kazin, recognizing these alternating moods, ex-
pl.ains their erfects in terms or violence and etillneaaa 
••• it is a stillness of thought 
that generally pe1·vades the book, 
in the :form of eno.r·mous mediations 
by which Faulkner tries to lift his 
material into placeo The stillness 
is interrupted by shooting, burning, 
beating~ the barking of bloodhounds 
and Percy Grimm's mutilation of Joe 
Christmas, which interrupts the per-
vading stillnesso o o o Despite its 
vio1ence 0 Light in August is one of 
the ~ew American novels that remind 
one o:f the h11manized and tranquil 
landscape in European novelso Its 
stillness is rooted in the peaceful 
and timeless world which Lena Grove 
personifies and in which she has 
her beingo It is the stillness of 
the personal darkness inside which 
Joe Christmas liveso But this still-
ness is also the sickly, after-dark 
silence of the Reverend Gail High-
tower sitting in his stud)r, 1-1ith hi& 
stale clothes and stale thoughts, go-
ing over and over the tragedy of his 
life, his grandfather's 'glorious' 
death~ his wife's desertion and sui-
cide~= and finally and typic~lly 
summing it all up into a stal~
1
round 
o~ human illusion and defeat. 
Each character whom •azin describes as representing tbe 
mood of sti11ness a1so experiences agitation. Lena be-
comes confused after the birth of her baby ~hen Mr8 • 
., 
Hines ca11s him Joey, and she tells Hightower: "'I 
don't like to get mixed up. And I aa afraid ahe a1ght 
. f: 
. f 
get me mixed up, 1ike they aay how you aight croaa your 
eyes and then you can't uncross• • •'" (J88). Joe 
Christmas, propelled between the Negro world and the 
white world, constantly hears shouts o~ •Nigger" aa he 
searches for identity. 
Hightower's silent world or••-
cape erupts with compassion as he delivers Lena's baby 
and with noisy confusion as he shouts his alibi for 
Christmas. 
The numerous critical appraiaala that consider the 
narrative structure as unified are successful only if 
they accept the novel's complex techniques without ex-
cusing them on the basis of some "accepted• style. Cer-
tainly, the novel is not a mystery ya~, although it 
contains the counterpoint technique. On the other band, 
it is not a confused work that carelessly mixes storiea 
and characters. Rather, Faulkner has blended the atoriea 
and characters into a world that has at its center the 
contrasting tragedies of Joe Christmas, Gail Hightower, 
and Joanna Burden, intexwoven with the diabolical actiona 
of' Eupheus "Doc" Hines, Simon McEachern, and Percy Grimm 
and the simple, earthy comedy of Lena Grove and Bvron 
Bunch. There ie no confusion aa the stories, charactera, 
points o'I:' view, and moods interweaTe reflecting both the 
quiet and violent passions of humanity. 
}" 
II. Imagery )6. 
Faulkner's use of image patterns within the narra-
tive structure of Light in August provides a key to 
11ni ty. Lena's journey toward Jerferson is characteria-
tic of several circular images: "Backrolling now behind 
her a long monotonous succession of peaceful and undevi-
ating changes from day to dark and dark to day at~<1in, 
through which she advanced in identical and ar1(,n:·r.1cJu~ 
and deliberate wagons as though through a successio11 ot 
creakwheeled and limpeared avatars, like something 
moving :forever and without progress across an urn" (5). 
The slowly turning wagon wheels as they roll on day and 
night carry Lena, not forward, but motionlessly around 
the core of the novel. Her journey resembles "a shabby 
bead upon the mild red string of road" (b), like the 
wagon she watches as it hangs suspended in air, neither 
approaching nor retreating. 
As the novel concludes, Lena continues her circular 
journey, which :for her represents only geot-1;ra 1)r1ic(1l rno.,."o-
ment, not progress, as she muses: "'My, my. 
get around. Here we aint been coming from Alabama but 
two months, and now it's already Tennessee'n (4Bo). 
James L. Roberts sees a triple Cunction of the circular 
:,7 • 
image that is used"• 
• 
• to euggeat connections between 
Joe and Lena, to bring out certain qualities for vhich 
Lena stands, and to act as an encompassing frame for tbe 
whole nove1. She is the outside :frame f'or the whole 
novel and the outside frame of the wheel (circle) trana-
versing all experience and centering on no particular or 
i .. i . "12 spec.~ c experience. 
Inside the circular :frame o~ Lena's story, the cir-
cu1ar image recurs to further develop unity throu~h im-
agery. The 1ife of Reverend Gail Hightower is ~een ae a 
ser~es of circles as be is propelled out of hie isolated 
1i~e into a world of involvement and then shocked back 
into isolation again. After the murder of Chriatmae and 
as Hightower's story closes, Hightower again relives hie 
past. Through a series of' circular (wheel) iaagea, High-
tower's tra11matic realization occurs as hie "Thinking be-
gins to s1ow •• • 1ike a wheel beginning to run in aand, 
the ax1e• the vehic1e, the power which propelg it not yet 
aware" (462). As he remembers his church and his behavior 
as its minister, "The wheel of thinking slows, the axle 
knows it now but the vehicle itself is still unaware" 
(462). But as he blames hie youth and immaturity ~or b~a 
obsessed and sacrilegioua behavior of' confusing the word 
of God with his glorious vision of the grandfather'• 
raid, his "Thinking is running too heavily r10\.t·; he 
:,8. 
should know it, sense it. Still the vehicle i~ unav&re 
of what it is approaching" (464). But suddenly, a~ the 
sand envelops the wheel and the vehicle stope, Hightower 
realizes that he is the instr,iment of" his own tragedy 
and his wife's tragedy; then 11 The vheel, released, ••••• 
to rush on with a long sighing sound" (465). Finally, 
another c~rcu1ar image appears, as Hightower aeea a 
"ha1o ~ha~ is f'ull of faces. The faces are not ehap•d 
with suffering, not shaped with anything; not horror, 
pain, not even reproach. They are peacerul, as though 
they have escaped into an apotheosis; his own is ::~u1c>ng 
them" (465). Roberts identifies Hightower as "thP moral 
reflector of the novel" and explains that he can be 
roughly compared to "the spokee of the wheel" that con-
nect Lena's circular framing story to Christma•'• in-
terior (hub) story, thus completing the circular (vheel) 
image. 1 3 
Circular images are evident in Chriatmaa'a atory, 
but here they are less organized and concentrated. Dur-
ing Christmas's ~ifteen years of running, his path ia 
circu1ar as the street he travels" ••• ran into 
J9. 
Ok1ahoma and Missouri and as :f'ar south as Mexico and 
then back north to Chicago and Detroit and then back 
south again and at last to Mississippi" (211). And 
f'ina11y, after he murders Joanna Burden and again 
attempts to run, he enters 
••• the street which ran for thirty 
years. It had been a paved street, 
where going should be fast. It }·1c1d 
made a circle and he is still inside 
o:f ito Though during tl1e last Sf::\ren 
days he has had no paved street, yet 
he has travelled further than ir1 all 
the thirty years beforeo And yet he 
is still inside the circle. 'And vet 
I have been further ~n these seven 
days than in all the thirty years,' 
he thinkso 'But I have never got out-
side that circle. I have never bro-
ken out of the ring of what I have 
a1ready done and cannot ever undo.• 
he thinks ••• (321). 
Christmas experiences the realization of his circular 
1if'e and compares it to a "ring," just as Hightower 
sees a "halo" and Lena sees another state. For each 
character, stark realization is seen in circular 
• images. 
Basing his reading primari1y on the novel'• circu-
1ar imagery, Richard Chase extracts meanin~ and unity 
from Light in August by identifying imar;es of linear 
discreteness (various string of' beade images) and curves 
4o. 
(Lena's search), which are in opposition and are extended 
into one of' the central images of' the noveli flight and 
pursuit. Chase explains: 
The linear discrete image stands for 
1
modernism 1 : abstraction, rationalism, 
applied science, capitalism, progre~siv-
~sm9 emasculation, the atomized con-
sciousness and its pathological exten-
sions0 The curve image stands for ho-
listic consciousness, a containinR cul-
ture and tradition, the cyclicrtl lif'e 
and death of all the creatures of earth. 
Throughout the novel, Lena retains her 
holistic consciousness, and she is 
strong, enduring 9 hopeful. All thP 
other.characters.in one way_or 1~other 
are victims of linear delusion. 
Of the major characters, Joe Christmas and Gail High-
tower exhibit pathological behavior: Chrietmae is ob-
sessed with a twisted concept of women and or aelf-
identification, and Hightower is haunted by the "glo-
rious" past of his grandfather, his own tragic paat, 
and his desire to escape from society. 
Both men exp·•-
rience flight and pursuit, a circular image, and, as 
James Le Roberts points out, "Richard Chase connectft 
linear images with Joe Christmas' life, even though he 
then writes that Joe has 'never escaped or broken froa 
the fateful circle.•n 1 5 At times Chase'e terminology 
is confusing. 
"Modern" in terms of' "applied science• 
and "capitalism" is not apparent, unless one eeee Brown'• 
car as applied science and Varner's fifteen-cent can of 
sardines, the sawmill, Max's restaurant, and the thousand-
dollar reward as capitalism. 
Olga w. Vickery effectively links the circle iaage 
with the images o~ the shadow and the mirror to demon-
strate the existence of unity and meaning through inter-
1ocking imagery: 
All the main characters in Light in August are strangers to Jefferson, and they remain strangers no matter how long their stay or how deep their rootse Their isolation is suggested by the image of the circle which achieves its clearest expres-sion and greatest significa.nce in the episode of Joe Christmas's flight and his sudden realization ... In the midst of that jostling, noiey intercourse which is society and to which all men contribute, eacl1 is alone, unable to break thro11gh the circ11mference of 11.is own circle or to admit anyone into itG Because of the solipsistic quality of the private world, each individual sees others and is himself seen as a shadow 9 ghostlike and unreal. Walk-
~ng the streets of Jefferson, Joe Christmas, for example, looks like 
'a phantom 9 a spirit, strayed out of its own world, and lost'. The images of the circle and the shad-ow are linked in the description of Byron Burch and Brown, passing 
'one another as though on opposite orbits and with an effect as of 
phantome or apparitions.' It is Hightower, however, who extends the insight provided by these im-ages with his recognition that other people are simply 'mirro,e in which he watches himself.' 
Although the circular image pattern is the aoat 
meaningful and unifying, critics identify other iaag•• 
as being significant in the structure of the novel. 
Howard Nemerov identifies two image pattern~, Black: 
White and Woman: Man that occur within the r1ovo l.. He 
exp1ains that the ~oman:Man relation n 
• • • ie seen 
throughout the book not in the least ae natural and 
unequivocally acceptable, but in general, though to 
Christmas particularly, as potently, profoundly die-
turbingt a fatal and tragic flaw in the vholeneea of 
things, a problem to be solved just as hie being 
white or black is a problem to be 8olved.• 17 NemeroY 
traces the development of these two paire ot oppoaed 
terms according to the imagery and action of the no•-
e1. A1though the B1ack:White pair can be traced pri-
marily in Christmas's story, the Woman:Man pair ie 
effectively associated with Lena and Byron, Lena and 
Burch 9 Hightower and his wi:fe 9 Christmas and Joz1nna 
Burden, and even in the minor stories of the Hino3es 
and the McEacherns. Basically, Neaerov'a discussion 
further estab1iahes the circular-image concept o~ un~-
ty since both B1ack:White and Woman:~1an image pattex·ne 
are circular and inter1ocking because o~ the revolving 
nature of the characters' problems, responses, and 
realizations. 
Light in August contains many isolated image pat-
terns, :for example, the Chess ga.me of the Player 
. in 
Christmas's flight and Grimm 1 8 pursuit; however, such 
~mage patterns do not affect the unity of the novei. 1 8 
Faulkner very effectively develops the controlling 
circular image throughout the novel. At times it ia 
subt1e; often it is vague and not apparently impor-
tant; but ~t never comp1etely disappears. In i.eola-
tion the circular image is meaningless until it is 
linked to the structure of the novel and to the 
motivations, actions, and realization• of the major 
characters. 
. / . 
\. 
II:t. Syabo1iaa 
In addition to the circular imagery, religioua 
symbolism within Light in August offers another ap-
proach to the problem of unity. Thie approach, how-
ever, presents serious problems of ite own since for 
unity the same symbol must extend into each nc1r~r;1tive 
and must a:f:fect all major characters in the same way. 
The key to symbolism :for Faulkner is found in hiB an-
swer to the question: "In Sanctua1·x • 
• • is the char-
acter of Popeye emblematic o~ evil in a materialistic 
society? What would he stand for?,., Faulk,ner aneve red 1 
"No, he was to me another lost human being. He becaae 
a symbol of' evil in modern society only by coincidence 
but I was still writing about people, not about ideaa, 
not about symbols. 1119 'When Faulkner vrote Light in 
August, he was still writing about people, but now he 
was also thinking in terms of ideas and s )rmbo 13 a e he 
wrote about Lena, Hightower, and Christmas. In the 
novel, the major characters are people vho become 
meaningful and allied because they are symbolic in 
their identity. their motivations and actions, and 
their realizations. For the most part, religioua 
symbolism predominates in the novel. 
Beekman w. Cottrell believes that "The etory ot: 
Christ is. 
• • meaningf'ul as a framework for inter-
preting Light in August. Faulkner uses eymboliem on 
three levels throughout the novel, and the result i• 
a comprehension of love and joy and death in the hu-
man condition which unifies the all-but-separate ato-
ries of Lena Grove and Byron Bunch, Joe Christmaa, 
20 
and Gail Hightower." As support for hia interpre-
tation, Cottrel1 shows that Faulkner has provided an 
"outer or upper level" of religious symbolism. Such 
things as Joe Christmas's initials, his uncertain 
paternity, his arrival at the orphanage on Chrietmae 
Day, his death at about the age of thirty-three, and 
Faulkner's repeated use or the word "crucifixion" 
Cottrell cites as "inescapable" guideposts o'f religioua 
symbolism. 
On the "second level" 01' symbolic meaning, "Using 
stories or facts or symbols familiar to all, whole or 
in part, in or out of logical time, he ~aulkne~ ere-
ates a new and richer pattern of meaning. 
• • [and] 
1eaves sufficient clues to indicate his purpose, but 
he does not restrict himself to an overly literal rol-
21 lowing of the well-known patterns." Cottrell develop• 
46. 
his symbolic interpretation by citing many parallel• 
between the story of Joe Christmas and t r1e 1 i f'e of' 
Jesus. He notes that Mrs. McEachern symbolically 
washes Christmas'e feet when he arrives from the or-
phanage, and that on Friday he gives himself up; how-
ever, Jesus was crucified on a Friday, but Chrietmaa 
is murdered on a ~londay. Cottrell comparee Percy 
Grimm to the Roman soldier who pierced Jeeue' aide. 
Hightower and Pontius Pilate are similar because botb 
men view the total action and desperately try to eaYe 
the condemned men. "Lena symbolizes Mary, as ehe gi••• 
birth in a manger §abin], ia cared f'or by Joi,eph (Byron 
and his ever-present mule), and departs with him and the 
1122 baby in the closing scene 
• • At time9, • 
interpretation tends to miscarry, especially when he ~Aoa 
Joanna Burden as John the Baptist and coneidere her mur-
2J der as "the hour for Joe' s baptism in blood. '1 
On the "third or overall level" o-£ religioue aya-
bolism, Cottrell modifies his apprai~al by explaining 
that in a 1itera1 senee Joe Christma8 does not repreeent 
Jesus Christ: 
While Joe Christmae presents no positive beliefs to the world, ae did Jesus Christ, his story offers great 
lessons in passion and compassion, 
and argues strongly for the accept-
ance of an inevitably tragic viPw 
of lifeo This tragedy is only 
slightly relieved - as F'aulkner 
may feel the Christian story can 
only relieve, not modify, the hu-
man condition by the contentment 
or balance of mind with wh~ijh Lena 
and Byron close the novel. 
The basic weakness in Cottrell's symbolic interpreta-
tion lies in his attempt to link each character in the 
novel to a person in the Christ story. Al tl1ough he 
modifies his representations on his third or overall 
level of symbolism, his original links still . 
rema1.r1. 
Somehow Hightower is not the same type of person as 
Pilate, and Percy Grimm murders and castrates Christ-
mas, not just tortures him. 
In an elaborate and more convincing argument, 
c. Hugh Holman strives to demonstrate that Light in 
August " • 
• • has a unity which is a function of ita 
uses o:f the Christ story." 2 5 Holman develops a three-
fold pattern that includes Joe Christmas as the eymbol 
o'f' sacrif'ice, Hightower as the symbol of surrering, 
and Lena's child as the symbol of' hope. lic)lman ci tea 
the same examples as does Cottrell to establish the 
parallels between Christmas and Jesus. However, Hol-
man explains that "The Christ to whom Faulk.ner paral-
.:,,.· 
• 
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1els Joe Christmas is not the Messiah 0£ St. Paul'• 
epistles but the suffering servant of' IRaiah. 1126 To 
avoid confusion with the New Testament savior, it ia 
important that one does not consider ChriRtrnas to be 
• • • ia 
Christ, and Ho1man stresses that Christmas n 
a rebelling and suf'fering creature, embittered, anp;ry, 
and almost totally lacking in love. In hie inefrectual 
death is no salvation. His is a futile and meaninglese 
expiation of his 'guilt.'" 2 7 
Holman further point out parallels between High-
tower and Joanna Burden, both of whom suffer because 
they are victims of the heroic past. Lena Grove, vho 
is seen to parallel the qualities of an earth-~other, 
and Byron Buach, who represents the loving ~ervice oC 
natural order, together" • 
28 bol of' a stable order." 
• • :fotm a relir-rious eya-
In conclusion Holman statees 
Viewed in such terms as these the 
separate story strands are fused 
into a thematic whole, and it is 
a whole unified by Faulkner's ex-
tensive use of the Christ storv 
and his applicat~on of a nontheo-
1ogical interpretrttion in which 
Christ is the suffering servant 
of Isaiah, the archetype of man 
struggling against the order and 
condit~~n of himself and his 
world. 
Holman's religious interpretation ie more con-
vincing than Cottrell's, since Holman is able to develop 
his thesis without relying primarily on a one-to-one 
bolic structure. Through religious symbols, }iolmtt11 seoke 
meaning and unity by 1;,rSsi:fsning traits or quali tie~ to 
-' 
Faulkner's characters rather than identirying each char-
acter as a specific Biblical figure. The result ie a 
more accep'table portrayal of the human condition. Hyatt 
H. Waggoner, who accepts this symbolic interpretation. 
~urther strengthens Holman's thesis: 
The Joe Christruas-Jeeue Chriat 
analogy is prominent and cor1si~tt,nt 
throughout the no,rel .•. It 112s no-
thing to do with any resemblance in 
character or outlook betwe£~n Christ-
mas and Jesus: indeed, this is TJr~e-
cisely the point, that Wt3 ~.tre a.sl·:od 
to see Christmas's death as a cruci-
fixion despite the fc:1ct th:1t L:hrist-
mas is in every imaginable way ctir-
-rerent from Jesuso rl'o n1akE~ US J)it:y 
' I 
a Christ-like figure would be c~1sy, 
but the novel never attE~n11)ts to do 
this. It asks pity for Christrn:13 by 
making us see that the terrible 
things .. we do and become are i1ll fi-
nally in self defense o 1-11 e r1 re a.sked 
to feel not that Christmas is really 
good or nice but tha1 0 he epitomizes the human situation. 
The va1ue of tracing symbolic meaning in the no••l 
as a means of establishing unity finds it5 most convinc-
• • • ti•• 
ing argument in Faulkner's explanation that t1 
is a fluid condition which has no existence except in 
the momentary avatars of individual people. 1131 Be E\Ch 
Langston, accepting Christmas as the reincarnation oC 
the idea of the suffering Christ, identifies Lena and 
Hightower as" 
• • • incarnate manifestations oC the 
fertility goddess Diana of the Grove of Nemi and 0£ 
the recurring figure of the Buddha, or, more accurately, 
of a Bodhisattva. That is, they are what ~·Rulkner call• 
'avatare. 1 " 32 By citing parallels between Lena ~nd 
Diana and Hightower and Buddha, Langston conclude~ that 
"These symbolic meanings reveal a much clo~er relation-
ship between Hightower and Christmas, betveen Chri~tmae 
and Lena and Byron, and between Hightower and Lena than 
most critics have admitted.")) Several critics are un-
)4 able to see any religious significance in the novel,· 
while others, in addition to those cited, believe that 
religious symbolism provides an additional element of' 
unity and meaning.JS For the former group, the £trr,,:u-
ment against unity through religious symboli~m t1su;tlly 
is based on and concludes with the erroneous ideR that 
Joe Christmas is the pure embodiment o~ Jesus Christ. 
Faulkner, when asked if' he intended any Chriat 
symbolism in Joe Christmas, answered; 
No, that's a matter o~ reaching 
~nto the lumber room to get out ~ome-
thing 1vhich seems to tt1e writer tl1e 
mo s t e ff e c t iv e w av t o t e 1 1 ~· 11 2.1 T:- 1: 1::~ i s 
., 
t ry i ng t o t e 11 o .,.\.. n d t r1 a t c o a1 t· s r_) ; 1 c k 
to the notion that tl1ere c1r·e so f'ew· 
plots to use that sooner or later any 
writer is going to use somethin~ that 
has been used. And that Christ stcJrv 
i s one o f t he b e s t s t o r i e s t r1 El t n1 ;1 n -
has invented, assuming that r-:e iJici in-
vent that story 9 and of course it hill 
recur • • • There \vclS no do l i he: 1~;1 t e 
intent to repeat it. rfhat tl1e lJeor>le 
to me c~~e first. The symbolism comes 
second. 
IV. Theme 
51. 
On the surface, Light in August appears to contain 
the separate stories of Lena Grove, Gail HiRhtower, Joe 
Christmas, and, in a lesser sense, Byron liunch, .. 
LUCi\8 
Burch, and Joanna Burden. 
demonstrated how these stories are ~ified by narr11t1ve 
structure, • imagery, and symbolism • But the9e are f'unc-
tional concepts that only suggest the meaning of the 
novel. A theme, if there is one, must be identified in 
order to further unify the stories and their meaninKa. 
According to Cleanth Brooks and Robert Penn Warren, 
"The theme is what a piece of fiction stacks up to. It 
.. 
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is the idea, the signi~icance, the interpretation ot 
persons and events, the pervasive and uni f'yin.g vi ev 
of 1ife which is embodied in the total narrative. It 
is • •• what we are to make of the human experience 
rendered in the story."37 What, then, does Light in 
August "stack up to"? 
By extending the novel's religious symbolism, 
especially the Chrietian aspects, \•iilliam Van O'Connor 
sees the Ca1vinist spirit at the center or each story: 
If one does not perceive that 
the Calvinist spirit is tr1e cc·ntral 
issue in Light in August, t:t1e r1ov'"el 
will of necessity seern cor1i'1..-1s,:ci in 
theme • The C i vi 1 '• \. a r and t r: (.: t> l ( 1 c k 
shadow of slavc:ry o o G suI'f-t1s(: "t.,r1e 
novelo It is proper enough to re-
live with Hightower the imagined 
scenes of galloping horses, burning 
buildings, the wounded and the dead 
o :f the Civil \i/ a r o o • But t t1 e (1:" re at -
er force, in which the \•/cir ~1r1d tt1e 
black shadow are caught up, is Cal-
vinism, and, lar~g-er than it'l 1~i¢:id-
ity of principle and harshness of 
spirit; and it is this 1·or~ce thc1.t 
menaces Joe Christmas, tr1e ri11t:r1t1ve 
Negro, and that l)ersecutes lii{~htc)wer. 
Byron Bunch and Lena Grove are more 
than comic relief; they are proof 
that o~~ need not succumb to such a 
force. 
O'Connor identifies Christmas aa the pivotal character 
who is pursued and harassed by the "voice of' Chriatiaa 
5:J. 
righteousness: Old Doc Hines, his mad grandfather, 
McEachern, his stern foster parent, and Joanna Uurrien, 
his guilt-haunted lover, and finally by the societv it-
se1:f insofar as its religion."39 
Hightower is c:1notr1er 
victim of' the excesses of the Protestant tradition as 
practiced by his grandfather, father, the seminary, and 
his Jefferson congregation. O'Connor label3 Byron aa 
"a product of' the Protestant ethic" because Byron believea 
that by working he will be safe from temptation. 4o 
Both 
Byron and Lena are able to escape the "voice of' Christian 
righteousness": Byron is fallible and charita~lei LeDa ia 
innocent and humble. 
In an attempt to further strengthen O'Connor's thesia, 
David L. Frazier recognizes a thematic triad at the center 
of the novel: 
The thematic tension exiets between 
two main kinds of values: one, the 
values of Doc Hines, Simon ~c.Eachern, 
Joanna Burden, and ultimately Joe 
Christmas, may be termed neFative be-
cause their effects in action ~re 
misery~ destruction, death; and the 
other 9 largely the values of Lena 
Grove and Byron Bunch, mc1y be termed 
positive because these result in 
happ~ness, constructiveness, oromo-
tion of life. This scheme of th~ngs 
~s h~ghly useful, but Lucas Burch 
may not be fitted mean~ngfully into 
it; and the reason, I suggest, is 
that Burch represents a third con-
dition involving values, for he ie 
without values. His position is 
alternative, opposed, to those both 
negative and positive; and in this 
sense he makes tu1 polarity of the book triangular. 
In Light in August the idea of ~outhern Protes-
tantism, the Calvinist spirit, Purit~inism, or whatever 
term def~nes the religious motif must share the same 
role as southern culture and racism. O'Connor, Frazier, 
42 and others are describing a moti~, not a theme, that 
permeates the novel but does not define what the novel 
is all about. These motifs, similar to the distreea 
ca11 of a fair damsel in Arthurian literature that bringa 
a kn~ght to her aid, recur throughout all of Faulkner'• 
works as he creates a world that he describes aa" 
• • • • 
kind of keystone in the universe; that, small as that key-
stcine is, ~fit were ever taken away the universe iteelf 
would collapse." 43 The religious motif must be hKnrtled 
carefu11y because one is never really sure of Faulkner's 
purpose when he created High tower, Doc Hine e, ?-icE;ache rn, 
and Joanna Burden. Certainly they all greatly influence 
Joe Christmas, but ~sit a religious in£luence, a south-
ern Calvinistic stigma? Davis Applewhite believes it i• 
not and emphatically states that this n 
• • • group doee 
not represent the South as a whole, nor even Yoknapatavpha 
\ 
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County" because the South also has its ~simple faith of 
the orthodox churches" which is not really developed in 
44 
the novel. More specifically, Scott Greer, a sociolo-
gist, concurs with Applewhite because "such faith in 
sin. 
• 
• is not peculiar to Southern Protestant Chriat-
ianity; it is a well-nigh universal heritaP,e from the 
daimonic universe of primitive man, 
"-'he rt: de t)arture a 
' 
from the familiar were seen as insults to 
t t1 e (; o d s • " 45 
The presence of religious dogma should be accepted aeon 
aspect, a motif, that creates standards or circurn!ltancel!I 
for the characters either to accept or to reaiat. 
It is 
similiar to culture and racism, but these motifa do not 
control the total meaning. 
Faulkner's world in Light in Au«uet can be aaen aa 
containing interlocking themes that are introduced in one 
situation and then recur in other situations to form a 
pattern or cluster. 
Unlike the motif', these interlockinc 
themes provide a more meaningful interpretation of the 
novel's significance as a comment on the human condition, 
mainly because they operate internally. 
Frank Dal d: 111 za. 
46 identifies many theme clusters that pervade the novel. 
The theme of the outcast identifies HightoYer and Joanna 
Burden as passive, sedentary types. who are seen in con-
trast with the dynamic, moving outcasts Lena and Chriat-
mas. As outcasts these characters are involved in the 
interlocking theme of pursuit and flight: "Lena conduct• 
the classic comic pursuit of her seducer just aa relent-
lessly as nearly everyone else co-operates in the tragic 
"47 pursuit of Joe 
• • • Hightower experience~ both pur-
suit and flight as he flees the pressurc~s ot· tr1e iJr~esont 
l 
and pursues his dream-world of' the paat. Ba 1 d i1 r1 z .:-t l i st~ 
also the themes of the lost traveler and the hitchl1ikor 
(Christmas and Lena) and the theme of' peace (Highto1w·er 
in his final revelation and Christmas in hie death).48 
The problem that develops with Baldanza'e ''theme cluster• 
appraisal is that it produces more themes than fttoriea in 
the novel. Although the themes that he assigns to the 
characters are interesting, the result is morf~ C()nf'uaion, 
and the significance of the novel remains cJisjc)ir1tPd. 
In a more unified sense, the theme of isolittic>r1 linka 
every character in the novel as they alternate between 
pursuit and flight as outcasts, who experience aome type 
of peace. Irving Howe sees" 
• • • a series 0£ confron-
tations: Lena-Burch, Lena-Bunch, Lena-Christmaa, and then 
another series: Bunch-Hightower, Christmas-Hightower, 
Grimm-Christmas. These meetings, mostly between atrangera. 
57. 
are the spiral col1Jmn of the book. If. 
• • 
Faulk.ner 
means to dramatize the probl~m of isolation, it ia 
appropriate that several characters, each emerging Croa 
his own obscurity, 4G should collide and t}1en part •. , / 
Howe's view is further strengthened by James L. Roberta, 
The isolation theme is carried over into the structure of' t11c r1ov-el. The novel may be broken down into many groups of seeminglv iso-lated vignetteso Each scene, how-ever, is part of one larr:e then1atic mosaic 9 and none could be success-fully removed without des t r·o ~,r i r1g the wholeo Likewise, each isolated character in each isolated scPne is viewed in the final analvsis as a ~ part of the structure of a unified wholeo Thus the isolation 01· e~ch character is supported b;r tr1e ~truc-tural device of presenting the ac-tion of th3 0 novel in groups of vignettes. 
The theme of isolation operates on several levels. 
For each central character, isolation is a dominant 
characteristic. Lena is estranged from Lucae I5urch, 
and, in her attempt to find him, she becomes further 
iso1ated from her home as she travels to Jeffereon. 
She is alone on the road, in the wagons, and in Jefter-
SOD. She is definitely isolated by her pregnant and 
unwed condition, a situation that calls attention to 
her "strangeness." Byron wills his own isolated con-
58. 
dition. He believes, as mentioned before, that by con-
stantly working, he will be immune to involvement. He 
works overtime to further insure his immunity. High• 
tower is a1so an isolated person as he withdraws to hie 
dark study and his haunted past. Christmas, like Lena, 
a stranger to Jefferson, Robert M. Slabey identifiea ae 
II the Marginal Man: he is total_ly wi tl:ouc :50Cial • • • 
status in the town and even his !ltatus as a human t)F"ing 
is precarious; his emascu1ation is the final irrevocable 
"51 
act which removes him :from the community of' men. 
• • • 
Joanna Burden, a regional outcast, lives an isolated life, 
removed from the people who share her beliefs and rejected 
by the people who consider her beliefs wrong • In Slabey'a 
estimation: • they are all 'outsiders• to the people " • • 
of Je~ferson •• but, more important, most or them are 
•strangers' to themselves."5 2 
Richard Chase senses an isolation o~ man by bia 
language: 
The people who have beaten and robbed Joe and left him on the floor of a 
cheap boarding house, speak 'in a lan-guage which he did not underst:!nd" t The sermons of Hightower seem to have been expressly contr'i,,ed to sE~1).:--ir;-1te him from his congregation. .\.s t·or Lena, her separation -·by- language ie always maintained only to the degree 
necessary to her total purpose. wben she asks along the road for B11rcr1, people direct her to 'Bunch' but to her they always seem to sa:,'" 'Burcr1. 1 5J 
59. 
Not all the characters, however, are separated by 
1anguage. Chase's opinion is interesting, but it~ valid-
ity can be seen only in specific situations. Len i\, 
tower, and Christmas are unable to communicate wi tr1 : eo:,le 
outside their set. Lena is a stranger; she i~ unable to 
communicate with people different from her ( for exa.mr,le, 
there is no sense of overt communication between her and 
Mrs. Armstid), but Lena is able to communicate et·rectiTely 
with Byron and with l-iigl1to"v.rer, who are also outcasts in 
Jefferson. Byron and Hightower, although they do not 
necessarily agree on the issue, for example, Byron's grow-
ing involvement with Lena, are able to communicate fairly 
success:fully. 
Melvin Backman makes an interesting and helpful !Joint 
when he compares Christmas to other r~aulkne r cha rc1c t: e I ... 8 
who experience loneliness and estrangement: 
••• Bayard Sartoris, ~uentin Compson, and to a 1 e s s er degree , li or ace Be r1 bow • The despair that drove Ba~/z:1.rd to vic>l<·r1ce and Quent in t o mas o c h i s 111 , t 11 ~ ;1. b ~ ~ c, r · .: · 1· r1 c e of fem a 1 e s e x u a 1 i t \' th a t o 1-1 s c~ s s e d w 11 1? r: : i r1 and I-i or a c e - b o t h o De r a t e d i n 1
.~~ r-1 r i s t ~1: , 1. s ' ~ life too. All four n1en '\/lere r--c~tJel l in,:- in their own way against socictyp and h·1~ra running from others and themselves ~o 
death or defeat. All four were a combi-nat~on of v~ctim and rebel. For the most part the author laid the b11rden of' bl;.ime upon a brutal and cor~rupt societ~". ·r11e external enemy of these men was their society, !he internal enemy was the~r malaise. 5 
60. 
The theme of isolation has its most effective development 
in the character of Joe Christmas, who i8 "the most solitr1ry 
character in American fiction."55 Regardless where he is, 
he is alone. However, the other major characters in the 
novel do not totally share Christmas's pl~ght. Probably 
the characters to follow next in the order of isolation 
are Joanna Burden and Hightower. Lena and Byron should be 
placed somewhere in the gray area of isolation. It is the 
influence of society that determines where the individual 
character belongs: he is either accepted or rejected. 
Christmas and Joanna Burden are rejected; Highto1n·c·r waa 
once accepted but later rejected; Lena might be accc~:,,t:ed, 
if she is able to meet the standards. In everv case it 
-
is not only the society that sets the standards, but the 
individual has a choice also: if rejected, he might be 
able to change, but if accepted, he had better not change. 
Again the circular image appears. 
Recognizing the force of society, Cleanth Brooke 
writes: "The commun~ty ~s everywhere in this novel. 
• • 
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The community is at once the field for man's actions and 
The force of community, Brooks believes, pervades tl10 novel 
and is the clue to its structure: 
• • • nearly all the characters in Light in August bear a snecial re-l at i O Il t O the C Om n: 11 n i t }r • 'f l 1 e \r ;-1 re 
outcasts - they are pariahs 1 cie1·i-
ant exiles, withdrawn quie:t:ists, or 
simple strangers. }1iss Burden, tt-1e daughter of carpetbag:~er int1~1Jder~, has lived for years '"ithin ,,.,hat ci:~1n be described only as a kind of cul-
tural cysto The cornr1:unit·y l1;:-1s tried its best to expel tl-1e 1-<.ever~r~nd ~ir. H~ghtower, though hav~ng failed in the attempt it has finally acc~orded him a sort of grudging acc(~r,t~1r1ce. Joe Christmas is, of course, Ishn1ael himself, actively def:v·ing tr1c: com-
munity. Even Byron Dt)ncl-1 t'its :ir1to 
this pattern of alier1ationo B}·r--on, 
with his metr1odical earnestness ~tnd his countrified asceticism, is re-garded as a kind of eccentric -- a 
'character' • • • 57 
The force of the commun~ty is everywhere in the noYel. 
This force that isolates the characters in a social vacu\am 
exists not only in and around Jefferson, as Brooke' comment 
implies, but also in every corner of Joe Christmaa's world 
and in every man's mind. Doc Hines is propelled by hi• 
sense of' the comn1unity to kill his daughter' a lover, to 
allow her to die in childbirth, and to place yo11og Joe in 
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an orphanage. To Dpc H~nes h~s grandson repreaent• 
"bitchery and abomination already stinking in God's eight• 
(353). McEachern relentlessly att:ernpts to mold voung 
Christmas into a person who will fit into 1"1 is 
community. But since Christmas is never able to f"ind hia 
place in the community, he rejects it. Christrni1s is an 
outcast long be:fore he reaches Jef't"erson, and, alt:;ou1:!1 h• 
is an outcast, he becomes infused in the memory 01· every-
one who watches him die: 
••• the man seemed to rise soaring into 
their memories forever and ever. Thev are 
not to lose it, in ,,..hc1tever r)eacef'u1 
v a 11 e y s 9 be s i d e '" h cl t eve r :1 l cl c i rl ;-1 I1 ri re -
assuring strean1s of old ari:-e, in tl1e 
mirroring faces of 1vhatev1·r ct1i_ldr·c,n 
they will contem~1late olci di'--;:-1:st:t·r,5 and 
newer ho p e s c I t w i 1 l r) C'. t h e 1, e , rn l 1 ;q 1 n g , 
qui e t , s t e ad f' a s t , no t f · t_1 d i n g an d r1 c) t 1 ) ,_1 r t i -
cularly threatful, but of' _its(·11' ;;.lone 
serene, 0£ itself alone tri111n·:t1ant (·+4t\_). 
The community is able to isolat,~ thos,· w:,o ,ire dif'-
f'erent, not acceptable, but it remains v11ln•·rahll' to its 
outcasts for they too impose an influence as 
unic1ue l1t1man 
• 
beings. Lena, Hightower, Joanna Burden, and Christmas 
are all unique according to Carl Benson: 
••• those who are outside are outside 
in different degrees, and the book 
ach~eves its particular form because the 
different degr(:~(:: s are so :ir1 t e r':11v s}1r:ci as 
to cons ti tut e a n arr at i v e z-1n d c_i I' .:=1 n1 i:1 t i c 
presentation of an essentially then1atic 
6). 
structure • •• we must account for the 
presence in the novel of these 'snecial 
psychological isolations' and t11e bc1ttlea 
which the characters figr1t, or r~ef~11:::,c, to 
fight, or are unable because of' irn: ort-
ant limitations to fi{:;l1t; and \'ie rnust so 
phrase a statement of theme as to ~1ccount 
for the presence and the relations'.1i.ps 
of these particular lives.Sb 
Light in August • l.S about the community, not only 
Jefferson but also the total human society, and its ef-
fects upon those who do not measure up to its precepts 
and, therefore, become isolated to some degree. 
Thie theme 
is closely related to the religious motif discussed earlier 
in that religion is a contributing factor to the dogma of 
the community. Other subordinate themes can be linked to 
the unifying comn1unity-isolation then1e. 
~hvllie Hirahleirer .. 
sees man's inhumanity to man as a controlling- concept.5<i 
Basing his study on character relationsli:ps, >i u r r a,,,. J. 
~ 
Levith believes the novel has unity because or". 
• • the 
theme of fertility and sterility -which sets Lena Grove's 
pregnancy and birth against the other action and char-
acterso1160 Edwin T. Bowden presents a symbolic analy•ia 
that reveals the novel as"• 
• • a study of' the huma_n mind 
in exaggerated terms." 61 Edmond L. Volpe identifiea the 
novel's theme as "the destructive consequences of' reaietance 
64. 
to life, the inability to accept the pleasure and th• pain 
that is the s11m of h11man life. Resistance is a (j011i rtl of 
li:fe, hence a quest for death."62 In an a r >pr a i e a J t 11 at 
considers the novel as both naturalietic and comic, l\icl1ard 
Pearce concludes: "Light in August dramatizes the predi-
cament of modern man, who is denied his individual form 
of vital energy -- his identity because sociatv offer• 
" 
only rigid, mechanical, legalistic, and essentially irrele-
vant categories for identification: race, 11 . -...... no) re g1.on, g .. 
The isolation-community theme, regardless hov it ie 
exp1ained, operates. through the charact,:rs in tt1e novel. 
In Light in August, the characters are extremel,~ interest-
ing and important because each character is di1·1·.~re11t f'roa 
the others. The true significance and meaning of the novel 
are seen through the characters and the Ya1" they react to 
the forces o~ the community and to their ovn degree o~ 
isolation. 
v. Character Contrasts and Parallel• 
The characters in Light in August maintain their own 
personal beliefs and concepts of life. Lena, naive and 
innocent, believes in good, as seen when she exolains to 
1-lrs. Armstid: "'I reckon a family ought to all be together 
when a chap comes. Specially the first on•. :I reckon the 
Lord will see to that'"(18). Lena belieYea that Lucas 
is waiting f'or her; she hae no reason to belieYe oti1er-
wise because: " t • • • me and Lucas don't need no vord 
promises between us. It was something unexpected co•• 
up, or he even sent the word and it got lost. So one day 
I just decided to up and not wait any longer'"(!?). IC 
is her pure optimism that carrie~ her onward. 
Byron bel~eves ~n the importance of othera. He will-
ingly accepts Lena's problems as 111.s own. iie attempta to 
protect her from the truth about Burch, and, when Burch 
escapes, it is Byron who pursues him and g(~tB ~:irn~Plt· bat-
tered in the fight. Although he does not reall)'" l-:r1ow 
Christmas, Byron tries to persuade Hightower to provide 
an alibi for the murderer. Byron's belief in the import-
ance of others counteracts his compulsive desire to main-
tain his self-imposed isolated existence. He tries to 
seal himself away from others, but when confronted vitb 
the problems of others, he reacts positively. 
In contrast to Byron, ilightower believes in the paat 
and in human detachment, and he strongly resists involve-
ment. However, Hightower's beliefs change in the course 
of the novel. Byron perauadee Hightower to relinquieh 
temporarily his isolated security and to enter l1t1manity. 
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Johns. Williams believes that Hightower is redeemed: 
"In the defrocked old minister's encounters with Byron, 
Lena, and Joe, we witness the 1 dialogical relationships' 
that disclose the outward or objective sicie of· H1;~t:towt,r'a 
redemption. Moreover, his vision of a ~terile, static, 
and illusory moment in the past has become a moment of 
,. 64 self-knowledge and illumination. 
• • 
Joe Christmas, who never experiences a happy or 
peaceful moment in his life, believes in evil. Unlike 
Byron and Hightower, Christmas is never able to change 
his belief, and in comparison, he is like Lena, but in 
contrast, he is propelled by his alliance with evil. 
Throughout his life, he thinks and believes: 
''Somo thing 
is going to happen. Something is goinf'" to r·1appen to me" 
( 110). For Christmas, the "something" ia evil l)eC,tl1Re 
he knows only evil: the evi 1 nature o:f Doc ri in~·~ ar1ti 
his experiences at the orphanage, the hatred of Simon 
McEachern as he beat religion into him, and the evil o~ 
society as it shouts "Nigger, Nigger" vhen he runa f'roa 
town to town seeking his identity. 
When Christmas meets Joanna Burden, hie belie~ in ••11 
is compounded because she represents to him everything that 
he has disbelieved during his life. Joanna Burden belie••• 
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in the equality o~ race. She ie called a "nigger loTer• 
by the people of' Jefferson, and, ir1 tl:e tl1roee of sexual 
excitement, she calls Christmae '1 Negrol Negro! NegrolN 
To Christmas, 1ife with her is similar to lif~ 
At first it shocked him: the H.1) ic•ct 'I._, fury of the New England glacier ex1J0:3ed suddenly to the fire of the ~ ew 1,~r1t-: 1 ~1nd bib 1 i c a 1 he l l 0 P e r h a p s r1 e vi a s <1 '.tv. d .. r~ e• t.) f' the abr1egation in it: the in1r)erii,11s ;:-1nd f'ierce urgency that concealed z1n ;:1c t.1.1al despair at frustrate and irrevocable yeara, which she appeared to ;-1tte;11rlt to compensate each night as ~f she believed that it would be the last n-i gt1t 011 f-·;3.rth by damning herself forever to the l-iel l of' her forefathers, by living not alone in sin but in filth (244). 
Each major character has his own belief that con-
trasts or paral1ela the beliefs of the other charaotere. 
However, within the novel other character contrasts and 
paral1els contribute to its u.nity. Michael Millr:ate 
identifies various forms of character and thematic in-
terrelations: 
Joanna Burden, in the corr·uption of a sensuality discovered too late and t)t1r-sued too far, offers an obvious contrast to the heal thy animali t)'" of Lena c; rovt-J; Lena herself o o o is at the opr~osire pole from Joe Christmas, who f'or t·it·toen years has travelled down a street: wr1ich 1 ran on in its moods and pl1ase s, al1r·;·a;,'"e empty • •• ' :F'aulkner himself spoke c1f Hightower as the antithesis o:f Cl1ristmaa, 
~n that he 'escaped into his past,' 
presumably an allusion to the ~av in 
which Christmas, bereft o~ Etll cer-
ta~nty about h~s past, cannot rest 
from his pas~ionate engagement with 
the present.b5 
Faulkner's characters speak for themeelves: 
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their 
beliefs parallel their actions. The character contraat 
between Lena and Christmas is very obvioua becauae they 
act out their beliefs and feelings. Byron, "who seven 
years had been a minor mystery to the town" (J98), 
parallels Hightower since both men throw or~ the guiae 
of iso1ation to become invo1ved in the lives of Lena and 
Christmas. Through their changing attitudes, Bvron and 
Hightower create a striking contrast to character~ like 
Doc Hines, Simon McEachern, and Percy Grimm, who are ir-
revocably tied to their beliefs. Doc Hines, enrarred 
' ) 
Mi11y's supposed miscegenation, hates Negroes, women, and 
his grandson. Simon McEachern, a severe believer that 
" ' • • • the two abominations are sloth and idle thinking, 
the two virtues are work and the fear of God'" (135), con-
fuses 1ove and understanding with a twisted religion. 
Percy Grimm, born too late to fight in the war and unable 
to forgive his parents for this fact, s1ays and castratee 
Christmas to protect white women, even in Hell. According 
to Hyatt H. Waggoner, the characters, not the author, 
are the spokesmen and interpreters of the novel: 
In these people and their relation-ships the theme of the novel finds what-ever expression it gets. There are no author 11 s intrusions, no pointinp:; 1·-inf';f~r• to tell us what it means. The 1nedi-tations of Hightower come closer t~an anything else in the book to the vr) ice of' Faulkner the moralist b11t fii.,:r-hto"'·er 
.. ' is portrayed as so clearly t11e victim of his own delusions that ~e are left to make our own decision as to ~.~ll1ich of his ideas are sound a.nd which n1e re sy'"mr)-toms of his spiritual sicknesso Bvron Bunch ~s nearly as inarticulate as Lena, and we are given every or)})ortur1i t~,.. t,o dismiss them both as essentiallv crea-tures of tender comedy in a pastoral idylo The only characters of whom we may say that a definite and single judgment is required are McEachern, Hines and Grimm; these are the only important characters approached wholly from outside, without any sympathetic ident~tication with them on Faulkner's part. 
Hightower does remain an enigma among the character•• 
especially when, at the end of the novel, he returne to 
his delusions. Byron, however, should not be ea~ilv die-.. 
,. 
missed as "a creature of' tender comedv.tt 
.. Ueing the coun-
terpoint theory o:f Linn and Taylor, Richard P. Acic1n13 pr~eeent• 
a helpful interpretation of the novel's narrative 3tr~l1c-
ture without batt1~ng the three-separate-stories problem: 
"If we regard Byron as the protagonist, rather tha..n Chx-ist-
mas, the book becomes comedy instead of' tragedy, and ita 
70. 
structure makes more sense."67 Adams sees a possible 
parallel between Lena's story and the myth of the ferti-
Cybele, Aphrodite, 
1ity goddess Demeter-Persephone . 
which is contrasted with Joe Christmas, who u ex-• • • 
periences and represents frustration, denial of life, and 
:failure to change or develop or, in any meaning:ft1l sense, 
to move.u 6 8 The unity of the novel, accordin~ to Adams, 
is established in Byron Bunch, who begins as ~tatic ae 
Christmas and as isolated as Hightower, but vho is launched 
into the current of life by Lena. Rowever, regardless of 
any specific character development, Adams maintains tha~ 
all the characters" 
• • • remain distinct, a.nd tl1ev re-., 
present sharply different aspects of human nature a.nd tbe 
world."69 
If the identification of a protagonist in Light in 
August aids in discovering the total t1nit:l and mc;lr1-1ng, 
Michael Millgate upsets the Byron-as-protagonist tt1eory. 
Millgate, who believes that much of the novel'a co}1t!Bion 
is derived from its "interconnecting patterns ot' ret~lection, 
repetition, substitutions and contrasts,"70 claias that 
" the great and unifying strength of the book remain• 
• • • 
its most obvious one: the sheer force and nassion of it• 
presentation of Joe Christmas, the quinte~sential victim, 
\ 
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and the way in which we, like all the charactere in the 
book, are irresistibly swept into the vortex of Chriatmaa'• 
restless life and agonizing death."7 1 
The vast amount of critical interpretation becoaee 
overwhelming when one realizes that, through various inter-
pretations, Light in August may contain two prota~onistei 
one wh.o is drawn into every narrative strar1d, or ono vho 
draws every other character into his oart of the novei.72 
The concepts of counterpoint and prevailing i rn,1r" r~ ry, the 
symbolic parallels with the Christ story and religion in 
general, the dua1 i so1ation-communi ty tl1eme, and 
' 
character contrasts and parallels help to clarif'),. D1 ft r1 '\' 
• 
confusing aspects of the novel. ~hen viewed in total, 
these critical opinions further point out the complexity 
of Light in August. However, Faulkner did not expect thie 
type of reaction to his longest novel, and most readere 
will never consult every critic in order to understand 
Light in August. Unity is definitely'" a problem, but mean-
ing is not if the reader looks at e a ch c 11 ;:-1 r· cl c t e r closely 
" 
and tries to decide what it is that rnakcs then1 all gimilar. 
The majority of the critics have overlooked one 
possib1e approach that may unify Light in August. 
approach requires the identification of a common denomin-
72. 
ator, a common trait or condition, that either aCfecta 
every character or classifies ever)r character. Once 
~t ~s recogn~zed, the common denominator identif.ios each 
character and his role within the novel 
' anc1 
blishes a frame of reference by which the novnl, aa a 
unified work, becomes meaningrul. 
Chapter Three 
Escape: A Factor For Unity 
All the characters and their storiee in Light in 
August are uni:fied by the common denominator at· esc;1pe. 
Each character attempts to escape from the life cvcla. ' [ 
When the novel begins, Lena Grove is actively involved 
in her form of escape as she sits beside the road, think-
ing: ''although~ have not been quite~ month on the road 
~ am already in Mississippi, 
have ever been before" (1). 
further from home than I 
-
As a young girl, Lena at-
tempts to escape from her family's stati<)n 1n eociety 
when she gets down :from her father's wagon an(1 w~lk~ into 
town. Her father" 
• • • th OU g h t that i t W il S tJ (: C ;1 l 1 s t• <J f 
the smooth streets, the sidewalks. But it was be c ;1. \1 s e 
she believed that the people who saw her and whom ~h• 
passed on foot would believe that she lived in the town 
too" (1-2). The window in her lean-to room offers hor a 
method of escape, but "She had not ooened it a dozen timea ~ 
hardly before she discovered that she should not have 
opened it at all" (J). Now she believes that she muet 
escape the possibility that her brott1er is correct vhen 
he calls her a whore. Lena aopears naive and innocent ~ ~ 
-73-
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as she trave1s toward Jefferson in search of her wayvard 
1over. c. Hugh Holman considers Lena as "almost an eartb-
mother symbol" because "she moves wit11 tranquil ease and 
unflagging faith through the world."l llowevf~r, her &fl-
pearance is deceiving becauee she realizes her problem, 
and she is determined to solve it. Faulkner explai11s: 
"It was her destiny to have a husband and child r·en and 
she knew it, and so she went out and attended to it 
without asking help from anyone." 2 Although •any people 
tell her that the man at the sawmill in Jerfereon ia 
named Byron Bunch, not Lucas Burch, Lena refuses to ac-
cept the possibility that her journey might be in vain. 
The natural order is in chaos for Lena. At :first 
Lena al1ows the Ar~stids to believe that her name is Burch, 
but later she confesses: 
"'I told you false. ' name ltl\ 
not Burch yet. It's Lena Grove'" ( 1 5) • When Mrs. Arm~tid 
says: 
"'And you believe that he [Huret:] vill be tl1ert) 
when you get there. Granted that he ever vas there at 
all. That he will hear you are in the same town with hia, 
and still be there when the sun eete'" (18J, Lena is grave 
and quiet. But she stubbornly replies: 
"'I reckon a 
family ought to all be together when a chap comea. 
Specially the first one. I reckon the Lord will see to 
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that • " ( 1 8 ) • Lena is optimistic, and she believes in 
good, but she ia not totally naive. She knows that her 
pregnant condition is natural but that she must socially 
confor·m to escape her pregnant, unwed situatlon. Lena 
tries to believe that, if everything else faila, the 
Lord will solve her problem. In this eense, she ia naive. 
Lena, pursuing her seducer, is attempting to aecap• 
a li:fe o:f motherhood without a husband. She ie not a 
"dynamic, moving outcastu3 in society because her eacap·• 
is justifiable: she realizes her problem and attempts 
• • 
• Lenr.\ at-to solve it. Cleanth Brooks writes: " 
tracts the £orce of the community. 
• • She move!':. ~er-
enely into the community and it gathers itself about hor 
with protective gestures. Its response to her, of couree, 
is rooted in a deep and sound instinct: Lena embodier, 
the principle upon which any huma.n community is f'ounded. 
She is the carrier of life, and she has to be protected 
and nurtured if there is to be any commu.nity at all." 4 
When Lena arrives in Jefferson, she meets Byron Buncb, 
another character actively involved in escape. Byron, "a 
man of mystery among ·his fellow workers" ( 41.) and "a aan 
who for seven years had been a minor mystery to the tovn• 
(398), escapes involvement in community life. He works 
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overtime on Saturdays at the mill, visits by night hia 
only friend, Reverend Gail Hightower, and travels thirty 
miles each Sunday to conduct a choir in a country church. 
Byron's attempt to escape the life-cycle of society is 
obvious ~en he explains to llightower about meeting Lenas 
"'It was a strange thing. I thought that if there ever 
was a place where a man would be where the chance to do 
ha~ could not have found him, it would have been out 
there at the mill on a Saturday evening'" (71 ). 
Byron's past and his reason for escaping social in-
vo1vement are unknown. 
Edmond L. Volpe, correctly claaai-
fying Byron's escape from life as harmless, believeas 
"Byron is everyman, potentially capable of existing in 
either world, free, though inexr,licably, from a peycholo-
gically binding past. Byron can choose. ii e c a.n f'' o 11 ow 
Hightower's advice and turn awav from Lean becaut,e she ie 
an unmarried mother, or he can, as he dot!,g, res1,ond to 
his feelings and follow her. 11 5 When Byron ciloosf's to be-
come involved in Lena's search, Hightower sen~es the 
changed Byron and thinks: 
has taken a step'" (294). 
•••He has done aomettiing. He 
Byron's escape, although harmless, is also chronic. 
He escapes his isolated l~fe to help a forsaken vom~. He 
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protects her from the truth about her sweetheart's boot-
legging and possible involvement in murder. He movee 
her into Burch's abandoned cabin and guards her by aleep-
ing nearby in a tent. He persuades Hightower to act ae 
Lena's midwife. Byron inevitably falls in love vith Lena, 
but his love for her is thwarted by her refusal to marry 
him, and, when he hears her baby cry, l1e realizes that 
she belongs to another man. Byron is st1ocked back into 
his syndrome of escape. Now he has reason to csc(_11>e: 
Byron Bunch, that weeded another n1c:111' s 1 aid by c r o p , '" i thou t an"\,. h a 1 ~.r c~ r s ., [' }-i e fellow that tool-c care of ano tr1(::,r' :::zJ.I1' 3 W h O re ltv hi l e the O the r 1·· e 1 1 0 \~l \•;' f1 s 'D ' l S '\r 
---making ~ tl10"!-:1_8-and doll a.rs o .:-\..nd .-cJt nothing for it,., B"\rron Buncl1. thztt ~-·ro-t e c t e d he r go o d n a n1 e "\\· 11 e n t I 1 t • w c) ru cl n tl'lat owned the good nan1e and tt1e rnan she had given it to had both tr11~own it away 9 that got the other I'ellow's bastard born in peace and quiet and at Byron Bunch's exoense, and 11e c1r1 d a 
-
baby cry once for his pa::,".. C~ot nc)tr1ing f' or i t e x c e pt p e rn1 i s s i o n t o f' (:~ t c l 1 t 11 e other fellow back to her scJc)n as l1(=j rr:ot done collecting the thousand doll~1rs and Byron wasn't needed an'\"more o l::,\"ron Buncho 'And now I can cro awav ' r1e b 
~· ' thought •••. 'I got to go somei;..·here,' he thought (394-395). 
Byron believes that he must escape. He quits hie job at 
the sawmill, the one place that he had believed votild ~,1~0-
tect him from involvement. In a sense, Bvron ia diea~)r-,ointed. -
, 
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He has taken a step toward an active life, but he hae 
actually regressed. He now believes that 11e l1ae a 
questionable reputation in Jefferson, and :10 kno~~ that 
he was correct when he said to Hightower: It t it • • • 
1ooks like a fellow is bound to get into mischief soor1 
as he quits working'" (SO). He has become involved bu~ 
with only mischief, frustration, and disappointment. 
Byron desires total escape; he wants to disanpear vith-
out a trace of himself remaining, n ' like the Rever-• • • 
end Hightower says about them rocke running so fast in 
space that they take fire and burn up and there aint even 
a cinder to have to hit the gound' " ( 4cJ 1 ) • 
However, Byron's escape is temr 1orary, for when he 
sees Burch fleeing from Lena and tl1e sr1e ri f'1', Bvron at-. 
tempts to restrain him. Althoug}1 l1is ~Jtterniit is a fail-
ure, it causes him to become involved a er cl l 11 t J 
' 
this timo in 
Joe Christmas's problems, and to return to Lena. In the 
~inal chapter Lena and Byron leave Jefferson together: 
Lena is still pursuing Burch, and Byron is atill oursuing 
Lena. As they travel toward Tennessee, Lena reject• 
Byron's overtures of love, and once again Byron feela the 
need to escape. He leaves during the night after Lena 
puts him out of the dealer's truck. Vhen morning com••• 
Byron is not back, but as the dealer and Lena continue 
I ) 
\ 
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the journey, they see Byron standing at the side of'" the 
road. He returns, probably not knowing wr1y, t O t f1 e O I1 1 ,~ 
~ 
life he now has. Since Byron realizes that imn1t1ni t\· r·r~om 
1ife is not possib1e, he takes what is off'"ered and movoa 
on with Lena. 
Both Lena and Byron then, escape into a new stream 
of life. Lena escapes from the country-folk life, the 
"1itt1e-less-than-village" (J) environment of unpainted 
houses and labor-and-childridden women. Escape f'or Lena 
is neither positive nor negative: she is shifting her 
role in society and moving onward, but her direction ie 
unknown. Byron escapes his cloistered life in an attempt 
to help others. Although Byron's escape can be seon as 
positive and directed when he is involved with the nroblen:a 
of Lena and Christmas, his purpose ie reduced to dost)er-
.. 
ation when he experiences frustration, and again hie need 
to escape overpowers him. The stories of Lena and Byron, 
although viewed by some critics as pure b comedy, haYe 
specia1 meaning when viewed in terms of human behavior. 
Both Lena and Byron are victims of escape, but thie aecb-
anism is not detrimental to anyone. It is harmleea a.nd 
at times positive when contrasted with the deep, eickly 
withdrawal o~ Hightower. 
so. 
Hightower comes to li:fe as a character througl'1 r1ia 
relationship with his only friend, Byron Bunch. Bvron is 
the only person in Jefferson who really knows the "Done 
Damned" minister. The reason that these two men are 
friends lies in their common bond: they have a natural 
desire to escape the normal, act~ve life-cycle. Thia bond 
becomes obvious when Byron asks Hightower why he remains 
iso1ated in Jefferson, and l-lighto~·er replies not with an 
answer but with his question: "' W"h)r do you g pend your 
Saturday afternoons working at the mill while otl1er men are 
taking pleasure down town?'" (69). Each one knows the 
answers to the questions, and Byron thinks: 
'It is because a fellow is more afraid of the trouble he might have t1 1 an he ever is of the trouble l1e' s alrc;::1dy· t~ot. He'll cling to trouble he's us(~d to be-fore he'll risk a chanrre • \'es• ;-\.. n1an will talk about how he'd like to e~caoe from living folks. But it's the de~d :folks that do him the damarre. It I s the dead ones that la)r quiet in one rilace and don't trv to hold him, that he can't escape from.' (69) 
The dead people who hold Hightower in the ti~ht, dark 
grip of escape are his grandfather, a C1inf'eder',lto soldier 
k~lled in a raid in Jefferson during the Civil War; his 
invalid mother, who spent her life in bed, dying; hia 
father, an abolitionist, a pacifist, 
" • who had been • • 
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a minister without a church and a soldier without an 
enemy, and who in defeat had combined the t~o and become 
a doctor, a surgeon" (449); and finally his ...-ire, W"ho 
desperately sought escape from her father, a teacher in 
the seminary, and her husband, an impotent man unable to 
satisfy he_r. 
As a young man, Hightower believed that he could 
escape life through religion: 
He believed with a calm joy t!1at i:f 
ever there ,vas shelter, it ~'Ollld be 
the church; that if ever tr11th coi1ld 
walk naked and without sharne or 1·(:art 
i t w o u 1 d be in the s e rn i n ;:i r \'" . ~; }1 e n l 1 e 
believed that he had hear~ct the cnll 
it seemed to him that l1e cot1lcJ. sc'.c' r1is 
future 9 his life, intac~ and on all 
side s c o r!l. r) 1 e t e and j. n v i o l ;:1 b l e , 1 i ls.: .~"" a 
c 1 a s s i c and s e r e n e v a. s e , ,,; r 1 c· I' C:' t r1 e 
s pi r i t co u 1 d b e b o r r1 an e \,.,- s r i r~ l. t <> r· t: d 
from the ha rs 11 rr; a l e o f 1 i ,,. i n rr: a r1 ci ci i e 
s o , p e a c e f u 11 -~·l , v: i t 11 c) n l ~: t l- 1 c~ :t, ;: 1 1~ 
sound of the c i r cum v en t e d v.' i_ r1 ci , y.· i t r1 
s c arc e even a hand f' u l o i · r~ o t t i r1 r~ ci l.l s t 
to be disposed of O Th ~1 t 1,; ;1 s \·/ 1·1; 1 t t t 1 e 
w o rd s e mi n a r v m e an t : CI ll i r:: t ;:1 n (1 s ;--: ! , t~ 
w a 11 s 1v i t hi n ,\. h i c }1 t h e h z1: ·: : , c · r ~ c· ci ; 1 11 ci 
garment vl o r r i e d s J) i r i t c c) t1 1 ct l c· c:1 r~ r1 d. -
new sereni tv to con te::.r)lc1 te V>t·i t1-1c)ut 
horror or alarm its own nakedness. (453) 
In Jefferson as a minister, Hightower realizes that 
he is unable to escape his haunting past. In the puliJit, 
he confuses religion with his grandfather, who he W"anta 
to believe" 
• • • was shot from the saddle o~ a gallop-
ing horse in a Jefferson street one night 
• • " ( 4 52). • 
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After his expulsion :from his church and his vife'e 
suicide, Hightower refuses to leave Jef1ereon and vith-
draws to his dark study and his yard, his sanctuary away 
~rom life and people. 
When Byron becomes invo1ved with Lena's search and 
relates to Hightower the events concerning Joanna Burden, 
Joe Christmas, and Lucas Burch, i-iigh tower sense a r1i a own 
impending involvement and thinks: "'I wont. I vont. I 
have bought immunity. 
• • .I paid :for it. I didn't 
quibble about the price. No man can say-- that. I juet 
wanted peace; I pa~d them their price without quibbling. 
• • • I will notl I will not!'" (29)-294) • l10Mt:·,_..,. rt 
Byron's argument is convincing, and Higi\tower abdicates 
his immunity from life to deliver Lena's baby. Bvron ~ 
"disturbs 11 Hightower a second time -..·ith Christmas' a story 
and Mrs. Hines' request that t!ig!1tower provide an alibi 
for her doomed grandson. This time Hightower becomes up-
set, shaking steadily as he ans'\•.ers: n•rt•s not because 
• • • it's because I wont! I vontl 
I cant, dont dare to, 
do you hear?'" (370). Byron hears l1im, but no'-· tl1e old 
man is speaking to himse1f: "'It's because I W<Jnt do 
itl'" (370). As i:f still unconvinced by r1is own rE~11liaa, 
Hightower continues, shouting "'I wont do itl I wontl' 
8). 
with his hands raised and clenched, his face sweating, 
his l~p lifted upon his clenched and rotting teeth •• • 
Sudden1y his voice rises higher yet. 
'Get out!' he 
screams. 
'Get out of my house! Get out of my house! tN 
( 370). H~ghtower values his escape too much to s;1crifice 
it for involvement. He repels all outside forces until 
Christmas flees to his home and automatically involves 
him. When he shouts the alibi for Christmas, Hightower 
becomes involved, an act that causes him to damn himaelt 
in the sight of his God: Hightower lies and swears to 
God that what he says is true. 
In his final chapter, 1-Iigh tower resumes hi• vi th-
drawa1 :from society and finds escape in the r:l()r .. ,· of t1ia 
grand:father. ,., He escapes once more not in deatt1 but in 
f'antasy.7 Hightower, although he finally e x r) e r i en c e ~ a 
' 
sense of sel~-realization, is neither redeemed, ae John 
s. Williams suggests, 8 nor doee he attain the spiritual 
purification of Buddha, as Beach LanRston suggesta.9 
If Hightower endures, he does so because of his twisted 
fantasy of a glorious grandfather who vas brave but who 
also was shot by a housewife as he raided her chicken 
coop. However, H~ghtower sees only tl1e glorious quali-
ties, and so once again he escapes reality. 
' 
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The structure of Light in August becomes meaninR~ul 
when Hightower's life of escape is contrasted to Joe 
Christmas's life o~ running. Alfred Kazin unfairly and 
incorrectly labels Hightower as"• 
• 
• one o~ the failurea 
o:f the book: he is too vague, too drooping, too foraleaa, 
in a word too much the creature of de:feat and of' ob-
session, to compel our interest or our belief.'' lO Bi.gb-
tower is v~ta1 to the meaning and unity of the novel 
because his method of escape prov~des a :frame of refer-
ence for understanding Joe Christmas. Christma~, vho 
has been identified as a mulatto, 11 a homosexual, 12 
Everyman, 1 3 a tragic hero, 14 Jesus Christ, 1 5 a fatalist, 16 
and the personification of a cultural force, 1 7 does not 
know what he is, and no one knows what he is. Christmas's 
own problem begins in the orphanage, when the Negro gard-
ner tells him: "'You dont know what you are. A.nd more 
than that, you wont never know. You'll live and you'll 
die and you wont ever know ••• '"(JbJ). 
Christmas's 1ife embodies an escape from not knowing 
what he is. He learns the methods of escape early in hie 
1ife. Miss Atkins, the dietitian at the or1)hi1n;1ge, at-
tempts to bribe Joe with a silver dollar to escar1e the 
consequences o:f her actions. An open window and a rope 
provide him with an escape ~rom the strict Calvini8tic 
world of McEachern to the lustful and corrupt cit)!" life 
of Bobbie Allen. Throughout his life Joe vacillatea 
between the white and Negro worlds. When he ia alienated 
from the one, he escapes to the other. He uaes hie 
"Negro identity" to escape paying white whores. Some-
t~mes it works, but he is shocked ~hen he realize& that 
one white woman will take a Negro. For a vhile, he 11••• 
ti 
• as man and wife with a woman w!10 r~e~,,,::·.bled an 
• • 
ebony carving." (212). Ch r i s t ma e move e t 11 I' (J L: ; : : : l i f' e 
running from his unknown identity, his lonelix1t~s'i, and 
himself: "He thought that it was loneliness wl1icl1 t1e 
was trying to escape and not himself. But the street 
ran on: catlike, one place was the same as another to 
him. But in none of them could he be quiet" (213). 
Christmas thinks of his life with Joanna Burden a• 
a series of phases: "During the first phase it had been 
as though he were outside a house where snow was on the 
ground, trying to get into the house; during the second 
phase he was at the bottom of a pit in the hot wild dark-
ness; now ~uring the third phase] he was in the middle 
of a plain where there was no house, not even snow, not 
even wind'' (254-255). After he murders Joanna and when 
he sees the people qu~et1y p1aying cards on the porch, 
86. 
he ref1ects upon his life and rea1izee that all he wants 
is peace. These people are not running, but he i~ f1r1(i 
a1ways has been. As he continues to escape, tl1ie time 
from justice, he believes that he is ready to stop run-
ning, and he thinks: "Yes I would say 11:ere !_ am l am 
tired.!. am tired of running of having to carrv my lif'e 
1ik~ !.."£ was ~ basket of eggs" (319). Therefore, when he 
runs from the deputies in Jefferson, he realizeB that 
death is his only escape. He flees to Hightower'& aanc-
tuary. He comes upon Hightower and strikes l1im just aa 
he found the Burden home and raped Joanna. lie r1<1a no 
motive because his life is detex·mined by r1is uns;tt i.,1ble 
need to escape from reality, the reality of cont·used ... 
identity in the regimented black and white world. 
Only two characters seek death as the ultimate ••cape 
:from life: Joe Christmas and Joanna Burden. Joanna at-
tempts many types of escape from her barren life. In 
her secluded life she finds satisfaction by aiding the 
Negro cause, until she discovers that a perverted, ein-
·1 fu1 life with Chr~stmas ~s more stimulRting. She praya 
to God for the continuance of sin. She escapee the 
reality of her age by temporarily conf'u s i nr: pregnancy 
with menopause, but when reality persists, ehe chooa•• 
~-
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death for both herself and Christmas. Her plea to 
Christmas to follow her Negro cause is only a last-
ditch effort because her revolver is alreadv loaded. 
"' 
Final escape for Joanna Burden is achieved £or her by 
Christmas just as his final escape and subsequent peace 
is obtained through Percy Grimm. 
Tr1e world of' Light in August be comes uni f"i ed and 
m.eaningf'ul when it is seen in its proper pers~)ective. 
This world of various characters and several 8toriea ie 
similar to the world Sartre describes by analogy: the 
reader, like"• 
• • a man sitting in a convertible look-
back [sees} shadows emerge on his right a.nd on hie lef't 
flickering and quavering points of light, which become 
trees, men, and cars only when they are eeen in perepect-
ive,"18 meets many characters and sl1ares many incidents 
that at first appear blurred and unorganized until the 
reader realizes that the characters are runnin~ and ea-
caping from the life-cycle. Lena appears first as Rhe 
attempts to escape from her rural environment and l-1t1r 
pregnant-unwed predicament. Byron emerges next as a 
celibate isolationist escaping from society and problems 
with which he is unable to cope. Byron's need to escape 
is emotionally deeper than Lena's £light and pursuit. 
" 
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Hightower appears in contrast to Byron becauae he a~capee 
from the past while Byron escapes from hie preeent life. 
Hightower's compulsive escape appears as a deetructiv• 
~orce until it is juxtaposed in proximity to Christmaa. 
Although Hightower's escape is unnatural, it ie not selC-
destructive. Christmas escapes from life to death, the 
ultimate escape. In order to be more meaningful, the 
novel may be seen as a series of intensi:f)'"ing patterns ot: 
escape. The characters and their stories are i r1 t rcJciuced 
in logical order :from mild and positive escar)f~~ tl1r~c),1g-h 
compulsive escapes to self-destructive and ner;-ative escapes. 
In reverse order the characters withdraw from the novel a~ 
they either accomplish or continue to pursue their escape. 
Many of the minor characters exhibit tendencies to 
escape from the life-cycle. Eupheus Hines considers hia~ 
self the instrument of God's will and escapee into a 
twisted re1~g~ous r~tual that demande the death of hie 
grandson as payment for "womansinning and bitchery" (120). 
Mrs. Hines escapes momentarily the reality of her grand-
son's damned life by confusing Lena's baby with her 
grandson, Joe, and by protecting l1im from her husband• a 
wrath. Lucas Burch is seen in constant fliGht. He 
abandons Lena when she tel18 him of her pregnancy; he 
changes his name in Jefferson to escape hie real identi-
ty; and he forfeits the thousand dollar reward to escape 
domestic complications. l-lowever, Burcl1 never can success-
fully escape because in his flight he . carries that 
white scar right here by his mouth" (51 }. Finally, J:,iercy 
Grimm, a mao born too late to fight in the war, o!J4t;,1:)1i~t1oa 
and maintains sto.I·m-trooper order in J e ff'e rson to J1I't) t c· c: t. 
the right of Americans and brutally emasculatea Joe Christ-
mas in the name of white women in hell. 
The common denominator of escape, a trait or char-
acteristic common to or shared by the characters in Light 
in August, is not intended to solve all the problems of 
~unity and meaning in the novel. It is intended, however, 
to modiry the traditional • view that Light August con-
tains three separate narrative strands that can be joined 
partially by narrative structure, imagery, eyrrtl)olisrn, 
theme, or character contrasts and parallels. 
the work of' the critics, as has been pointed out, ob1-cl1r(,-·ft 
the coherent unity of the novel which can be seen vividly 
if one looks at each character and his problem. 
! 
·:J.. 
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